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Poetry

_________________________________________________________

Poetry is an act of peace.
—Pablo Neruda
Poetry is the journal of a sea animal living on land, wanting to fly in the air.
—Carl Sandburg
Poetry is language at its most distilled and most powerful.
—Rita Dove
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Two Poems
Harding Stedler
Horses Standing in Formation

Pelican Christmas

They came to the graveside service,
lined up against the fence,
both still and quiet
through the duration
of words and music
and summer’s sun.
They looked somber
in the shadows of July.
They had come to pay their respects
to a fallen cowboy
who soon would rest
in rock-red clay forever.
They obviously knew
the nature of the gathering
and paid homage
to the man of ten-gallon hats.

Our Christmas gift
came unannounced
and feathered in snowy white
with a long, flat, yellow bill.
It scoured the shoreline
along the lake
and acted like no stranger.
Other than short flights
and frequent swims,
it camped out on the island
for better than a week.
Each day, I felt more assured
that it was here to stay
until on day nine
it departed the friendly confines
of the city park,
never to return.
I still look out from time to time
in hopes it might reappear.
My heart aches for the wing span
descending on my Christmas.
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“My Father’s Waltz” and Other Poems
Janice Witherspoon Neuleib
My Father’s Waltz
(after reading Roethke)
When my father waltzed me round the room,
He blended my young body into lines of Strauss,
Bliss filling every limb.
He lifted me and held me safe,
More than safe, held me in the powers of rhyme,
rhythm, sense and sound.
Electra may have known his kind.
He was so beautiful, so perfect, so bizarre,
Mad as Alice’s hatter, quite beyond my grasp.
He spun me round, keeping his distance.
He gave me joy, but taught a dance
No mortal man could match.

Deep Magic
A farm girl, she could kill a chicken.
Thwack.
Soft blue eyes, cushy bosom,
her grandchildren
remember her as gentle, warm.
But I know the farmer,
the woman who knew
the deep magic of life.
For the field to blossom,
the old corn must die.
For Sunday dinner
the rooster loses his head.
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The Great Blue Heron
2002
I loved those two with a passion I could not control.
And when they were gone, each to his rest, two great blue herons came to me.
One stood beside a stream, gazed, flew, lit, and flew again to say my—
What was he? My husband, foe, friend, shaman, muse was leaving forever.
2005
Another heron flew across the sky to say the best and kindest spirit was ascending, rising—
back no longer bent, great eyes not dim with age—
but racing after rabbits in the sky.
2009
We sit drinking coffee and tea in the sun porch.
He lands across the pool, stands in the grass, checks the fishing,
ignores the no-fishing sign.
He steps cautiously to water’s edge, shows us his profile: large yellow beak, sharp eye, long legs beneath
round blue-grey body.
He, fishing, notices us but decides we won’t enforce the sign.
I think who died?
Ah, a friend from choir.
I’ll tell his wife his spirit’s carried home.
The great fisher-king has told me so.

Grace E. White,
“Christmas Morning 2014, Rocky Mountain National Park, CO”
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“postmodern where” and Other Poems
Dan Sharkovitz
postmodern where
the soon things that happen quickly
becomes the title of the book
i’m writing narrated like a
tv show with the sound off where
every channel change reveals
its own narrative melting like
so much radiation filled skin
onto a giant wheel of fortune
that spins towards money falling
out of a tree into a red
presidents’ day sale, a wendy’s
bacon mushroom melt, north korean
soldier’s boot grinding toward seinfeld
reruns when george’s girlfriend switches
to the colbert report then fox
news like the rest of us in a
large glass globe with lake effect snow
that swirls when the tv shakes it
knowing that soon nothing will be
happening as quickly as all
that happens as quickly no matter
what you say to me i know one
thing nothing is as beautiful
as beautiful as this and this
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What I Don’t Like About Some Poets
is the way they sing about
the pain absent or absent-minded
fathers visited upon them,
how every emotional foreclosure
trickles through the sweat
of their memories.
It is as if Lear had sons
instead of daughters who hated him.
What I hate about some poets is the way
they wait too long for the ghost to drift back
from some bar or battlement to say
kill this person or that—kill your uncle
Hamlet. What I hate about some poets
is the prayers I say for them each night
as if it were their own fault
for being so needy in the first place.
This is not rocket science or brain surgery.
You can do this thing alone if you have to
and move like the bat that
pings through the night trees
pings through the night trees of watery air
or down like some ancient submarine.
This is why. This is why it’s not always
a good idea to invade anyone’s space
especially your own, the one you
live in as if it were a home with
ceiling lights that tug everything upward
when you shut them off.
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Plans
Debby opens the door to let
the steam out. I can see her in
the mirror she wipes at with a
towel. Each time, before the steam
returns, she studies her face as
if concentration alone could
make it the one she’ll wear tonight.
She surrounds her lips in red, melts
on eye shadow. Her hair she holds
back, puts in a clip, pulls it out,
tosses her head forward then back
again, finding the part with her
fingers. On the TV she stares
right into the face of David
Letterman while it's still breathing.
Tonight we are going out to
the Olive Garden. We’ve decided
for this to be the last time we
go out together. And so I
practice what to say. In the
restaurant we eat. She twirls the
sauce which splatters on her dress
like a vague, enormous love.
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Hypoplastic Left Heart
This is what I say to people,
both the ones who know me and the
ones who don’t when they ask why I
never touch anything in my
own home anymore—with a few
important exceptions like the
toilet seat, which I will move up
and down. The really quiet summer
neighbors from New York think oh I
know the small son we met out playing
in the yard finally passed as
if dying were a sort of sport
or goal you go through then disappear
down some stadium runway, or
the dust that just appears on every
thing. But let it stay. Don’t move the
little league trophies or the pictures
near them. Don’t excavate any
layer. Ever. Change is good. I
recognize that but not in here.
The real reason of course is more
discreet since the child is very
much alive, so much so that when
I stop to see him in his room
each night and stumble through his rockets,
robots, and erector sets you
can see quite clearly the chest moves
up and down like the ones on the
fronts of the rest of us while he
dreams of pond hockey, huge Long Point
waves that can carry him or
anyone to anywhere.
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The Last Poem in Amerika
IBM today announced its researchers have built a device capable of delaying the flow of
light…
— www.redOrbit.com
With the speed of computers, if you multiply it out,
what happens when they get so small so fast so invisible
how will we even know when someone writes
the last poem in Amerika?
When I first started out to find the last poem in Amerika,
I knew it would take a bigger calculator even
if it meant waiting for the new chip they
say can rip across an electron galaxy at one trillion
cycles every second. But even then, even then–could it reach all
the way to the last poem in Amerika even if they super-cooled it
to absolute zero? But believing in the last poem in Amerika
as if it were a shoelace or a fire engine is difficult.
On some days I don’t even care about the last poem leaving.
Of course someone could just write it down on paper which
would make it easier to locate. You could crinkle the page up
small enough to send off with its own parade of quietly
attired women and men until bombs crack open cities
like night blooming flowers. Then, then will we care—
finally, obsessively, truantly? Now, now go out there
and vote, vote for the last poem in Amerika.
I know what you’re going to think. You’ll say he’s
the poet who went on forever. They couldn’t shut
him up. Even when we left the gallery and headed
for the subway we could hear him from outside
the building saying, “Okay, tomorrow night.
Don’t forget. That’s when we’ll hear together
the last poem in Amerika.” Then the Stop & Shop
Supermarket’s 18-wheeler pounded by
and we could feel the shaking street hollow beneath
us and, looking up, looking up we saw it
there it was there it was bleached out above
us like a fragile moon or sleeping pill.
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“Big Fan” and Other Poems
Todd Sukany
Big Fan

Racism in the Kitchen

Sunday’s the day when it
all comes together, me and
my intense viewing.

That the white dish soap
is different than the blue
is clear to me, now,

I sit and yell at the players,
refreshments near and in hand,
maybe a friend or two, but seldom

as I rinse out the white
before re-filling the dispenser
with the Dawn.

someone from the other side. My
team always wins ’cuz, well, ’cuz.
Monday morning, or by lunch,

For Whatever Reason

I will have checked my fantasy
score but that will be the extent. I
won’t train, practice, participate.
That is something for professionals.

He finds Economy 5E, middle of our row,
tucks his carry-on under the seat,
and presses back to the rear, toward the tail.
He snaps chair arms down and deftly
snugs the belt around his waist. He
reaches for the exit pamphlet and before
I find the headphones, a question
surfaces, leading to conversation
that burns across several states
and the approach to the tower.
Once he’s out of sight,
all that’s left
is his story.
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Two Poems
Stephen Turner
Arkansas
You run through pregnant furrows
without socks and muddied shoes
with chiggers that pox your skinny ankles.
You have nowhere to run.
There is no East, West, North, or South.
Only clamoring for the endless summits,
until you pause for that familiar majestic sight
of the Ozarks.
The rivers and mud of the Delta
runs through your veins like the powerful Mississippi.
And how your words slur and preserve
the native tribal tongue of your people
like an ill-tuned fiddle.

The Violinist
It is the horizon of her eyes,
tilted head and raptured smile,
as she bends the bow
and the notes wail low.
The others join in, the tempo flies
but the violinist still beguiles
my attention. Soon the score is slow
and only her melodic trill gently flows.
The room shrinks to a size
even I can hold and while
the music fades, a fever begins to grow
and weaves like the maestro’s hands—
back and forth, to and fro.
The player smiles, sighs, and bows goodbye
and leaves the stage in patient file
as I am left to wonder what is to know
and what is to gain, as an inner delirium sows?
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Two Poems
Benjamin Marchant
To: My Six-Year-Old, Bella
The way you meticulously paint each stroke
In accordance with every other one,—
A process understood, executed and perfected,
Planned, envisioned and made into reality by you alone—
Each stroke, fingerprint, dot and swirl united into one,
A masterpiece in your eyes—
The way your eyes lit up with laughter,
Glimmering with the purest, most untainted
And exposed joy, tingled with childlike awe—
Whether it be about your Halloween kittens
Or eating your favorite lunch of grapes and carrots:
Crunch, crunch, smile, wonder...—
The way you delighted in swinging high,
Peering into mysterious and exhilarating realms anew
And having sweet assurance of someone behind you,
Pushing you on to further heights,
Keeping you safe from harm, from falling,
While you savor the wind, indulge in the view—
The way we had to part, knowing it had come...
The gentle and utmost sincere nod of your head
Beckoning me as water to a thirst:
To be temporarily refreshed by that embrace,
Knowing still that both hearts should desiccate soon,
Leaving some longing, some thing found wanting—
The way the acknowledgment came to me
That I cannot see, cannot know, cannot admire
How you grow, mature, advance, become...
And how to me, your memory falls into the
Ethereal place of eternal joys, where forever you will be
A child, untarnished by the winds of time—
The way I could be a measure in your symphony,
A stroke upon your canvas, a flower in your field
That encouraged, edified, praised, loved
The unwithering beauty God has placed into your heart
That will blossom into the fullness of hope,
Even if my eyes are not fortunate enough to see, heart to know—
I cherish.
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To the Peace of Grace
This world is a machine, grumbling in space,
Tainting the heavens’ harmonious chord;
Tune our melody to the peace of grace.
These illusions we eagerly embrace
Are hollow shadows with dissonant chords;
This world is a machine, grumbling in space.
How then can we restore our proper place
In the ethereal symphony of worlds?
Tune our melody to the peace of grace.
Without Thy guiding hand leading the pace,
And Holy Spirit tuning with Thy Word,
This world is a machine, grumbling in space.
Yes, that is how we no longer debase
Heaven's lovely sound with our strife, O Lord;
Tune our melody to the peace of grace.
Bring Heaven’s peace to our discord replace
And Thy earth shall worship in one accord.
This world is a machine, grumbling in space;
Tune our melody to the peace of grace.

Grace E. White,
“Hickory Tree, Matson Trail, MO”
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Two Poems
Lee Warner Brooks
Psalm 23: Sheep
I am one of the Shepherdess’s sheep :
She never lets me go hungry.
She leads our flock to grassy pastures and fresh waters :
and there leaves us at rest.
She revives us when we’re weary :
She guides our teary flock on the righteous path.
Oh, Shepherdess, wherever You lead me :
even unto the chill of the shadow of death :
I have no dread.
Though the wolf crouches by the meadow’s fringes :
You, with Your sling and cudgel :
compel evil to creep and cower.
You protect me even as the envious lion stalks near :
Your provision is beyond my need
and Your loving kindness beyond my desiring :
While I live, I shall cleave to You.
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Psalm 24: On the Lake
We will skate by the light : of a lateness of stars
on black ice : we cannot see
when the lake’s like iron : from frostbite nights
and our faces scolded : our well-mittened hands
flogged bloodless : by knivish cold,
while our blades : of filed steel
carve the ice : in mathematical arcs
spraying hail clouds : as we brake
with feet like the faultless hands : of an ice sculptor.

Our skates will rumble : over snow-roughened ice
as we circle : further from shore
skimming the surface : swept smooth by airs
that rushed for miles unhindered : to drub us into doubt.
But we still believe : in the level dark
that sustains us : as we start for land
guided by one flickering dot : of firelight on the shore.
We’ll dig the ice deep : with each stride
legs bright with exertion : and quick-twitched into exhaustion.
We’ll swerve backwards : only half dizzied
and scrape ice : in tight crossovers
until we’ve slipped : inside of winter’s
barren heatlessness : braving the breathstealing wind
stoking the embers within : and then we are each
a tongue of fire : in the wilderness
our heartflames soaring : like sparks
dashing higher : than the heavens
past vanishment : and into the infinite dark.
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“Ice Cream Cones in February” and Other Poems
Mary Kennan Herbert

Ice Cream Cones in February
Four degrees above zero, but my brother and I want ice cream. Crazy kids.
We buy cones, a nickel a scoop, three different flavors. We lick it all up,
faster than melting or freezing or any other dimension of physics.
Delicious. This is. We walk up Florissant Avenue in late winter sunlight.
We breathe on the ice cream cones to see if they will melt. Not yet.
Science lesson in the snow. No, our tongues do not stick to chocolate,
nor to vanilla. Maybe strawberry, a little? Pink stains on a mitten.
Foolish or fabulous. How would you remember it in your kitchen?
An annoyed mom. Our boots drip in a puddle by the door. And more.

What Photographs Conceal and Reveal
This old snapshot, black and white, as truth often is,
shows my mother and me waiting for a bus on an icy
day in St. Louis. She is swaddled in her Thirties
Gloria Swanson-style coat, old cloche hat pulled low,
scarf billowing against the future. I am in leggings,
which all little girls wore in February. How long
did we wait for that bus, feeling that Missouri winter
slamming against us? We’re standing in slush,
and it is cold, we should be home. It’s all wrong.
Bus, please come before she thinks about loss or dying.
That coat is missing a button. Not hers, mine.
Still, I was a patient toddler traveler. Not now.
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Church Bus
An old school bus volunteered to aid our bumpy, interminable ride to Salvation.
It picked up parishioners, the halt and the lame, and spilled us forth, a cornucopia of sinners
plucked from raw, new suburbs and our grimy urban core.
The church was new, its freshly laid tiles, wood flooring,
brand-new windows, new stairs spoke of hopeful flesh, as did fresh paint.
The pastor, proud of this vigor, would stand at the door, watching us climb those spanking new stairs.
And he dreamed of an elevator for those who could not climb. Some were carried up.
Walking, carried, we memorized Bible verses, our zeal worthy, our faith jelling, his stars.
It would be wonderful, he told me in the in sun-splashed hall, if you would become a child
of the Lord, saying the right words to deaf ears. I was no saint.
The bus, like a tired horse, followed the same twisting route home.
Our driver always smiled, even as he wrestled with stubborn gears,
as he eyed growing numbers of cars usurping his service. The old bus could not take us
to another tempting goal, the mall with its new plastic signs
advertising Charon’s free ride.

Carsickness Can Change the Plot!
We had no car in those penurious years. A trip downtown
required a long journey by bus, my mother, my brother, and me
and promises of ice cream if we did not fuss.
Summer heat added to the domestic drama. You see,
I had a “delicate” constitution, and a jolting bus on that jaunt
could mean an exit faster than planned. There’s us,
getting off at the very next stop, where I grab a street sign
and throw up. Vivid colors and sound effects to flaunt,
or share with you. Or a mess on my dress.
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Seven Shades of a Squirrel
Ben Moeller-Gaa

chimney smoke
the curl
of a squirrel’s tail

new year’s day
a squirrel digging through
last year’s leaves

morning sun
the curl of a squirrel’s tail
and its shadow

a squirrel
now higher in the old oak
winter moon

a squirrel
moving from tree to tree
winter wind

morning tea…
the last stars
the first squirrel

stone before stone squirrel

Grace E. White, “Sunrise, Palo Duro Canyon, TX”
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“Marking Time” and Other Poems
Lori Becherer

Marking Time

Mushroom Hunting

… twenty days have passed
and I wipe away persistent tears

Seeking morels and solitude
in the green mist
of a thickened spring wood,
I wander through rich pathways
carpeted with fallen bark
and autumn’s remnants

as I watch the dates roll by
the markers of time that etch
themselves, one day—one week—
soon one month—one year
and then in your own words, a decade
will roll by and I will wonder in amazement
where did all that time go? Can it be
you have been gone for so long already
and how I too am ten years older
than when we parted ways on this earth…
…. and I look out to the horizon
of time to the next milestone, a second decade
and a third, and even then I will still be
younger than you are now.

a dewy cloud cover
spits rain in short fits
beyond my quiet stride
I listen to the cascade of drops
and sweet birdcalls
Alone, together,
unfractured
I erupt upon the morning
just like the fresh morel
perched on a hilly ridge
birthed from the infusion
of warm night air
a mellow morning sun
the kiss of April showers
and the perfect composition
of life underfoot

I have much to learn yet, Dad,
and still need you to teach me, guide me,

Haiku
push me along the right path
while I count the years between us
and look forward to our reunion in God’s time
which is just a moment away…

Regulus
Jupiter
Venus
summer night

looking for
the Big Dipper…
Dad’s stories

first anniversary
Mom sows grass seed
on Dad’s grave
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Five Haiku
John J. Dunphy

outdoor concert
my porta-potty lighted
by fireflies
All Souls’ Day
our welcome mat encrusted
with cemetery mud

February thaw
our snowman’s hat
covers a crocus

hospice
Dad leafs through
a seed catalog

gathered in our hammock—
crimson leaves
whitened with snow

Grace E. White,
“Mountain Sheep, Estes Park, CO”
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“Just Looking” and Other Haiku
John Zheng

Just Looking

Impressions, Mist

1
dried pond—
egrets’ graceful wingflap
no longer seen

1
Halloween night
misty shadows
all over town

2
under Marco Polo Bridge
weeds spread wild
on the riverbed

2
night drive—
mists surge toward me
one after another

3
parched lakebed—
where’s the water
I used to swim in?

3
early morning
mist drifts on the river—
where’s the nymph?

4
overgrazed and plowed
the virgin prairie
is now a desert

4
mist rising
again green stream and a girl
in a green dress

5
desolate desert—
petrified tree logs
loom in weeds

5
autumn equinox
a white sun bobbing
behind morning mists

6
Chang Tang plateau—
the vast stark beauty
stretches to the heaven

6
in rising mist
the cemetery stones
in solemn silence
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Camping in the Mountains

Boyhood

1
red, gold, russet
bursting
on the mountain slopes—
the kaleidoscope
of the heart

1
Back
to the village
following the boy
an ox and
the red sunset

2
church bells—
silence goes deep
into mountains
this late autumn
evening

2
After
summer storm
a boy walks
along the creek
catching dragonflies

3
lying
in the sleeping bag,
wonder if I can hear
the whisper
of stars

3
a crying toddler
tells his dad
he wants to have
a fried popsicle

4
windy night
cordilleras rise
and fall
under hazy
moonlight
5
silent watching,
the mountain range
becomes
a resting camel
in twilight

4
Hot
August noon
a boy runs barefoot
down the slab path
a fish in his hand
5
kite flying—
a boy releases
his mind
off his hands
6
Moonlight
rises. Listening,
the boy
finger-taps
his legs
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Birdwatching
1
two cardinals
off a sprig: trembling
of autumn twilight
2
stone skipping—
a waterfowl skims
in off the pond

4
a crowned crane
silhouetted at moonrise—
this still night

3
new moon
a stork lights awhile
on the steeple

5
blackbirds fly
off the top of an oak—
chirping leaves
6
quiet morning
the parakeet watches himself
in the cage mirror
7
gunshot—
sparrows whirring up
from the stubble field

Grace E. White, “Blue Morpho Butterfly, Butterfly House, St. Louis, MO”
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“The Politician” and Other Poems
Anna Roberts Wells
The Politician
Darlin’, I have been a bottom feeder so long
I thrive on silt and waste.
With a few crafty maneuvers behind
a tree stump submerged in a pork barrel,
man-made lake, I can outsmart the wisest fisherman.
But one little slip up, and I am into the fat,
served up as a tasty morsel
with folks smilin’ all around.

Iris Garden
In August, she transplanted irises,
kneeling in soil, her mind
determined, focused on gnarled rhizomes,
thinking only of trimming back
spent fronds into neat pyramids.
She dug resolutely through the knotted clumps
which they had planted years before,
each variety scientifically catalogued
on patina smudged copper tags.
He insisted on each being named.
He was a keeper of records
while she waltzed dreamily
to their amorous songs, smiling
at his unromantic reasoning.
There among a tangle of plants that she remembered
as the color of summer cerulean,
she found a tag marked, “Her Eyes.”
Sitting back on her heels, with wooden stare,
she clutched the small plate
close to her breast, keening
as she rocked to and fro,
grieving in summer his winter death,
recalling he had kissed her dirt-crusted fingers,
laughed into her mouth,
promised to remind her always that he loved her
as he did just now transplanting irises in August.
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Visiting Grandma
The young girl sits beside the bed taking in
the woman whose gaze is blank.
Hair like the puff of a dandelion
tufts the old one’s head, her brows crawl
across their ridge like dust balls.
Her face is mapped in lines,
roadways of where she has been.
In her faded gown, she is propped
in a cranked up bed waiting, waiting.
Her hands flutter aimlessly across the sheet.
The girl reaches out to touch and calm
the bones stretched over with foxed tissue.
She speaks softly to the woman who was,
but the woman who is cannot answer.
The girl rises to leave then returns
to press a kiss against the dry, crinkled cheek.
Her tears are met with the old woman’s tears.
She stares at the skeleton showing beneath the skin
of arms and hands, the skull so clearly defined.
Leaning close, she whispers her love,
turns to the door and is gone.

Grace E. White,
“Tree, Rocky Mountain National Park, CO”
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Featured Poets/Artists
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Carol Sue Horstman and Donald W. Horstman
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Carol Sue Horstman, a graduate of Washington University in St. Louis, is a sculptor, painter,
filmmaker, photographer, poet, and illustrator. After teaching all of these subjects, as well as
music, for forty years, she retired to become an independent artist pursuing sculpture sites in
communities and gallery venues. Carol exhibits large steel sculptures in public parks and private
collections and has constructed a 96-pound book of milled steel that has garnered many awards;
the pages turn, and the book is called My Mystery. Carol has been published as a newspaper
cartoonist as well as in the NLAPW magazine. She is a member of the On the Edge poetry group
in De Soto, Missouri, which she finds is friendly and supportive.
In her own words: “My passion has always been my art. I had a goal to become an art teacher,
painter and sculptor since the age of five. I began teaching and selling my art at the age of ten.
My paintings and sculptures are in private and corporate collections around the world. Visit
www.art4you.phanfare.com. In a time of soulless mechanization, mediated experiences, and
anonymous production and reproduction, my work reminds one of who we are and how we are
woven together in spirit. My artist’s soul hears even the smallest cry in the darkness. My works
take flight with lyrical, curative powers. I resuscitate wonder, restoring essential connections and
healing our hearts. My works are monumental at twelve feet and meaningful at twelve inches. I
work in steel, wire, stoneware, found objects, printmaking, and painting as well as writing poetry
to create visual images with words.”
Donald W. Horstman has been an artist for sixty-five years and an art educator for forty-seven
years. He holds a bachelor’s degree in art education from Washington University in St. Louis
and a master’s degree in media technology from Webster University in St. Louis. In addition to
printmaking and poetry, Donald specializes in sculpture, film, photography, painting, ceramics,
and drawing. He shares a studio with his wife Carol in their home on beautiful Lake Fond Du
Lac located in Fenton, Missouri. Visit www.art4you.phanfare.com.
In his own words: “As an artist and observer of humanity, I am continually being made aware of
the fact that the final matrix of our society begins with the assembly of many small, seemingly
insignificant occurrences or parts. Currently my adventures into painting have led me to explore
the development of repeated marks and how they change during the process of repetition,
evolving into a complex whole that suggests on an abstract level things we experience every day
in our subconscious minds. As I continue with my explorations in the arena of cumulative
elements in my paintings, I see them growing in ways that were invisible to my conscious mind
during the creative process. I find the accidental feeding back into the pre-conceived, therefore
changing the final outcome into a fabulous adventure that constantly reinvents itself each and
every time I view the work. The same experience occurs as I write poetry or work in large-scale
sculpture. After all, words are building blocks for a visual image, and assembling pieces of a
sculpture is an adventure that constantly presents new directions for the piece that I had not seen
previously.”
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Haiga by Carol Sue Horstman
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Haiga by Donald W. Horstman
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Two Poems
Thomas B. Richardson

Elegy for Matthew and Jonathan
When sorrows come, they come not single spies
But in battalions.
Claudius, Hamlet Act 5, Scene 4

The slings and arrows of our
outrageous fortune
struck, Fate’s sordid regiment.
This conquest of heart—accomplished at one—
pilfered two.
Seeking orders, we call for an AWOL general,
but we are left to bury the dead: futures, dreams
piled in caissons.
Bugle notes limp skyward, yet this is no time for song,
Heaven’s ears sewn shut.
So we trudge on, tear-blind, toward sanctuary,
heavy breath and lead strides betraying our pace.
We can’t know how long we’ll have to march
as bombardment lingers.
But we endure—shoulder to shoulder—
survivors carrying memory.

How to Read in Gastonia, North Carolina
In the minivan, Dad mutes Handel’s Messiah so Mom
can read to Sis and me.
Good professors teach literacy when killing time
between stops on I-85,
cultivate high-browed appreciation for les mots justes
on printed page.
But outside the Amoco food mart—a temple of
Sun Drop and Copenhagen—
a hand-scrawled sign over wire-topped barrel warns,
“Red bats from Taiwan!”
and stands sinister obstacle for sojourning families in
need of restroom relief.
Mom goes first, creeps up to the sideshow cage, and
peers over at sign’s promise.
Sis and I wait just behind, paralyzed by demon-eyed
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beasts our minds draw up.
We position ourselves to sprint back to the van if
rusted wire doesn’t hold.
The attendant cackles behind the glass at our
hesitation, lets out a wide-mouthed
yodel that seems to whistle past his tooth,
Right here is a real pack of idiots.
He hoots as we find the sign’s truth: red foam
baseball bats, made in Taiwan.
We smile, wave to acknowledge the wit hidden under
that Earnhardt hat.
We shuttle back to the interstate and sit quietly—
no book for a while—
because thanks to a sage in Gastonia, we now know
how to read.

Grace E. White, “Young Mountain Sheep, Estes Park, CO”
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“God’s Wake-Up Call” and Other Poems
Faye Adams
God’s Wake-Up Call
Stealthy as a mouse
morning’s tread so soft
not even birds stir
to greet a new day.
Sound inside supplied
by the furnace fan, pushing
air to every corner and closet.
Raindrops pepper deck floor
timid as snowflake kisses, painting
the planks three shades darker.
Front flower garden poses
lush and green when wet.
Reading assignment—
begin the book of Matthew
and poetry from Cantos.
Calm enlarges core
peace is cumulative.
Thunder rumbles west to east
rolling across the sky.
God is taking a morning walk.

A Flighty Fluff
A flighty fluff where grow the seeds
to mar our view with future weeds
of yellow hue and roguish scruff,
atop pond’s lip and round her cuff,
a hardy plant with barefaced greed.
Prolific blooms among the reeds,
to sow abroad those beastly feeds
of toothy leaf and tattered ruff,
with flighty fluff.
In spiteful slight of gardener’s needs
she thumbs her nose and yet proceeds
to follow through her chesty bluff
and lure the children’s pursing puff
to scatter wide on windblown leads,
her flighty fluff.
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Death Stick
Long, tough, curved—my father’s
finger-nails—stained with nicotine,
plugs a scrim of memory;
how he reached
into shirt pockets to extract
a packet of tissue papers
cut into rectangular shapes,
how he held one of those papers
just so, in his left hand,
one finger depressing the center
to form a U-shaped boat
for holding tobacco leaves
his right hand shook
from the Prince Albert can,
how he rolled the tissue
around those leaves,
twisted the ends,
and sealed the cigarette
with his tongue,
how he took a match
from that same pocket,
struck it on the bottom of his shoe
and lit the death stick,
how his cheeks pulled inward,
drawing air through, until
the red glow on the far end
sent smoke burning a path
down his throat to his lungs,
cementing another step
to an early grave.

Final Call
I shun flattery’s fawning face
to call the trumpet’s measured beat.
I have no wish to stamp or trace
patterns from those of high conceit.
For what have they in narrow stance
to hang as laurels on their door,
while I in joy do sing and dance
as ocean waves caress the shore?
Please leave no marker on my grave
nor epitaph engraved in stone.
All accolades I hereby waive
to those behind once I am gone.
Depict me in reverie’s hall
robed in the glow from heaven’s throne.
For when I heed that final call
I’ll then be blessed for I am home.
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If Christmas Be Not True
(A Salute to Henry Barstow)
If Christmas be not true,
the world in waiting now must lie
for Christ to come, to live, to die.
The church must lose her fairest bloom
for Christ bides yet within the womb . . .
if Christmas be not true.
If Christmas be not true,
our faith must mount on waiting wing
and hope no more immortal spring;
then hope must lose her solid edge
life prove a phantom, death a wedge . . .
if Christmas be not true.
If Christmas be not true,
the future blank, moves as before
what matter who stands at the door
what matter if we laugh or cry
be good or evil, live or die,
If Christmas be not true!
If Christmas be not true . . .
but it is true, for He has come
our joyous spirits be the sum;
Immortal One, oh Holy Light,
lead us quickly through the night
for Christmas, aye, is true.
Oh, aye, Christmas is true!

Making Molasses
Raising sorghum cane,
a new venture at age twelve.
Split stalks spun sweet nectar.
Cooking, in the iron kettle
over an open fire, required
all hands in service.
Stirring taxed arm muscles
as the mixture thickened.
We took turns. A long, arduous
task as the day wound down.
Yet, the “fly in the ointment”
were the bees, swirling, buzzing,
warring for the matchless taste
of the smooth, golden syrup.
With cold butter and hot biscuits,
our reward far outweighed
the difficulty of making molasses.
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Mating Season

Splintered Speech

She meanders through
new spring grass, startling bugs
shortening their lives, taking her fill
seemingly unimpressed
with grandeur displayed
solely for her benefit

Read between the lines.
You will soon see,
like a bee buzzing,
I will torment you with words
to inhale with breakfast.

His swagger almost takes him
airborne, his tail feathers spread
into a fan of splendor
his princely prance seemingly
not even a blip in her view

I will fill your mornings,
like shattered glass,
with shards of words
forming prisms
in separate corners
of your mind.

Our appearance on the scene
assures his utmost strut, trumpeting
at us as we laugh and mock
his silly gobble

Blue chips rest on shoulders,
red stars landing in your hair,
fallout from the words
scattering everywhere.

Yet, his strategy succeeds
She now sits on her nest
at the edge of the yard
under the hickory tree, just beyond
where the mower runs

As you taste each fiber
from the word splinters,
form your own assessment
of each letter value,
as reflected in the glass.

Grace E. White, “Spring on the Katy Trail, MO”
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“Ash Wednesday” and Other Poems
James Fowler

Ash Wednesday
Modest in death,
no more dreading
imposition,
all assume their
stations on the
inverted ship.

Drawn
The mind on its mountain
commands each perspective:
the river’s oxbow,
the quilt of the land.
It forsakes the particular,
withdraws from engagement.
For a time at least
all appointments are cancelled.
The sky is its business,
populated by clouds
and stars, one sun
and its reflective second.
But as gods come down
in love and power,
the mind, from milky heights,
seeks faces, hazards frictions.
It is harnessed, fitted
for tasks, for Thursday
with its meetings
and drama in the park.
Phones won’t stop pleading;
lists emulate horizons:
one’s making/unmaking to
put boots on the ground.
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Then
Raised on plastic slipcovers
and pristine toys
showcased in original packaging,
he learned early to preserve,
to defer
in immaculate anticipation.
The promised beach trip,
the ten-speed
for his twelfth birthday
gave months of expectant
pleasure
measured in piquant doses.
He saved for sunny days,
a cerulean
prospect just down the lane.
And while smiling faces
in windows
figured in his picture,
finally he never married
because
no girl quite came up.
So he shifted sights past
the horizon,
lived in pure abeyance,
a modern model of hope
and faith
in what forever beckons.

Lullaby
—for Adam S.
Last spring you and the gardens were nothing
To each other, but now their earth and yours
Warms to the seasonal ground rules.
The cycles will differ, yet rest assured
Plots and paths of delight await the meeting
Of their flowering fairness and yours.
And as you grow toward full possession,
Able to sow thorns and fruit alike,
May your serpents prove tractable,
Your reflections a view to thankful bounty.
May you cultivate a love for fellow dwellers
And their finer arts; the labor required
Will bring you forth to human estate.
And may the song of wind about your cradle
Predicting a fall only prove a welcome
To the risky high vocation of becoming.
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Digging
James Maxfield
Always liked to work the garden with my
Father (like he had done with Grandfather),
overturning row after row with spade,
uncovering the derelict tin can
or peculiar pieces of rust-crusted
iron as mangled bits of words; breaking
the earth into small hunks, dark clods of clay
(two or three well-placed pierces or cleaves . . .
writhing red wrigglings of half-exposed earthworms, snails, a black leech) would I turn the leaves
under; if it were spring then the hoeing
up and down row by row for hours and days
to make ready, to rake smooth the world.
But there was fall out in the garden, though
the night air seemed still to feel of summer
after the last tomatoes and peppers
had perished on stems with rows of dried stalks
trampled down as stand-ins, lines of defense
in a skirmish or a gauntlet to test
their mettle—young Trojans, wintered warriors—
so much engaged in playing at sport or war;
the fierce musk catches up in your nostrils
that which was fresh and green not long before.
With rattling of supper dishes done, our
play silenced by my mother’s anxious hush,
a chill entered our living room, unlit
but the lone light coming black and white
scudding ’cross the gray living room carpet
from our 1950s Zenith television prying
through darkness, while my mother’s arm was braced,
surrounding me as we intently watched
and listened to the President’s grave speech
outlining the “clear and present danger”:
our fears of Russian missiles in Cuba.
Talking heads on television mouthed words
about building shelters under the ground;
a shrill bell might sound a signal warning;
in school we ridiculously practiced
ducking under our desks and covering
our eyes to escape an atomic blast
and the sharp shattering of window glass.
But with our day’s learning done, in dark of
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ev’nings, I fired up the daily garbage
in the old oil drum near the corner edge
of the garden and pussywillow tree;
I heard the jets making their twilight pass
across early October skies echoed
by their sonic booms; taking my father’s
shovel I found a garden spot of soil
just southwest of center and began to
dig deep into the earth, as deep as my
nine-year old gangling frame could muster . . . an
hour’s labor of chilling sweat—a hole
three feet deep, and as much as round, wanting
to dig a bomb shelter for us all, but
barely managing a fox hole, hardly
large enough for a boy of nine, nor deep
enough to shield the eyes when standing in,
too tight so to lie prone; then like a fox
hides its redness from prey or predator,
into the hole I leapt, avoiding clouds
of imagined dust, and looking up from
the bottom all I could see were heavy wisps
of western cirrus shimmering in now
late afternoons, that orange-pink glow streaming
through waif-like willowed mists and vapor trails,
that glow my mother said was elves baking
cookies for Christmas. I smelled of humus,
the dank moist coldness of brown and gray clay
mixed with pungent odors, the ripe decay
of tomatoes, dead leaves, the rotting fruit
and vines . . . I cloaked the hole with weathering
corn stalks—a shelter for one young soldier,
or a trap for unwary communists
who might well come upon the blind by night.
The fall rains and winter snows filled the hole
with water and ice, its collapsed cover
rotting within, and my ruined shelter
discovered by chance on a winter’s night
after a snowfall, Father taking out
the trash to burn, falling into the pit
one leg deep, soaked to the crotch, festering
and swearing no doubt for anyone to hear.
Though he barely said a word about it,
Dad perhaps, chuckling at my foolishness
or cursing my idiotic notion
or feeling then the blazing wrath of things
that could come; or was it just possible
that I after a time with some small words,
a requisite reprimand long forgot,
and orders to fill in the hole again . . .
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The poet is the baby in this photo taken in 1952. His Father, James Sr., was in military service in
Korea. The poet’s grandfather, Virgil Maxfield, and his great-grandfather, Harry Maxfield, both
retired as railroad workers for the New York Central Railroad.
How the hole again was filled—I wonder—
I remember only with the spring green
a new garden was planted and I worked
the communal rows at summer sunrise
when the plants, still wet with morning came full
into their leaves; and after suppers still
in winters I was warmed by burning pyres.
So in fall, when making fire by degrees
in my open porch fire pit, the whiffs
of smoke take me back to burning the trash
after school; how staring into the creeping
flames they would leap from paper to paper,
from a purity for their whiteness they turn
toward the steaming edge of charcoaled shadows—
a bright spontaneous conflagration
learns us a thing by the imperfect ways
memory spills into the blanks our histories.
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“My Shadow Dances” and Other Poems
Terrie Jacks
My Shadow Dances
I do not dance.
I move about
A veteran of my age.
But my shadow does.
It dances on the wall.
I do wish it would behave.
It dips and stretches,
bends and twirls,
stands tall upon its toes,
gives a skip,
then a swirl,
ouch!
a backward dip,
at the end it hops,
leaps and spins,
then gives an elegant bow.
I do not applaud
For it has made me tired.
I think, “Why can’t it behave?”
But inside I know
jealousy burns
for I yearn
once more to dance like
my shadow on the wall.

Ballgame
Sitting in my seat
Down at the ballgame
Watching all the people
Hoping it won’t rain
Before I know it
Half an inning is gone
My team’s up to bat
First hitter hits it long
Loud cheers are heard
Clapping and all
Fireworks shot off
All because of a long ball.
The game proceeds on
Inning after inning
Exciting moments come
But not like the first inning
My team wins the game
The rain stayed away
All in all
It was a good day
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possum
Possum, possum
in the dryer vent
wish you had watch
where you went
if you hadn’t vanished
down that hole
you wouldn’t have gotten
stuck you know
then you wouldn’t have died
in that metal clink
and my basement now
wouldn’t stink.

Returning Home on Highway 21
in Northwestern Arkansas
the wipers swish
in an useless effort to clear the rain
the road rises and falls
twists right then left
then right again
a corkscrew is straighter
fog hangs in the valleys
adding another dimension
to maneuvering
the two-lane paved road
in a downpour

Sunset
The sun dips toward the horizon
transmitting to the sky above
a soft glow
the blue-gray strips of clouds
highlight the oncoming twilight
with brilliant silver streaks
drift to rose
then a fiery red
these flames are extinguished
only after the sun sets

deer dash
dashing through the brush
some deer are in a rush
a dog is barking loud
he’s drawing quite a crowd
to see the goings on
a frantic mar—a—thon
with running here and there
and leaping in the air
it only took a wink
sorry that you blinked
that’s all I have to say
toot-a-loo I’m on my way
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plastic clothing

night

rayon
polyester
spandex
wash in cold
dry on low
do not iron
if you don’t follow
these directions
you know what happens:
a melted mess

moon beams
bid the sun goodnight

skyward
the plant compels
the branches
blossoms burst forth
vivacious

stars awake
in the dark sky
people sleep
in warm, comfy beds
Owls prowl!
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“Memories from the Fields” and Other Poems
Marcel Toussaint

Memories from the Fields
The fields were always green
well irrigated from deep wells
motors pumping the cool water,
crystal clear, furiously splashing
at the outside fountain, then to the fields.
I walked following the narrow canals
that reached the fields early mornings
giving strength to the vegetables,
staying moist under an African sun,
surviving the heat, quenching their thirst.
The wind blowing over the tall corn
made green waves running to the ocean
where elevated dunes barricaded
the salty water from all that was growing.
The farm workers knew the terrain well.
The Mediterranean skies with clouds
were rare, they only showed up for rain.
They were not needed for irrigation
the basic system most efficient,
expert workers controlling the flow.

Out in the Rain
The rain was blasting the sidewalk,
it poured right and left.
Yes, I wanted to go out in the rain
to walk in puddles and get my hair wet.
The thunder did not scare me,
the lightning bypassed me.
The air was cleansed by the douse,
trails of scents were now obvious.
I followed them to know who had been there,
some friends or someone just moved in?
The thunder did not scare me,
the lightning bypassed me.
I ignored that my master was drenched.
It is not every day I get out in the rain.
I took my time in this adventure,
I scouted and sniffed and jumped for more.
The thunder did not scare me,
the lightning bypassed me.
I always anticipated the warmth of the fire
the towel that will rub me dry,
the care that is there to get
in good company as a French Poodle pet!
The thunder did not scare me,
the lightning bypassed me.
My master was drenched.
I scouted and sniffed and jumped for more.
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The Forest Clearing
The forest clearing is large enough
for a space of sky and nothing else,
a solid blue with white streaks of clouds,
tall tree branches moving with the wind.
The Sun unseen gives out a bright light
on a clear day of a warm Summer.
Some birds fly through quite high
over tree crests pointing with pride.
There is a silence, forest style, with the buzzing
of critters, the running of small mammals
not seen, only heard wandering in the sky
leaves.
In the distance the sound of water running,
a waterfall, a complete orchestration
of forest musical sounds reaching me there
while I keep my eyes up following
the white clouds gliding past.

Beware
Beware of the mind
where thoughts grow in the night
once the lights are out,
the Moon shines through
window without a blind.
Beware of the mind
where thoughts grow in the night
after the cat lets out a meow
a chill comes through your spine.
Beware of the mind
where thoughts grow in the night,
when the hands of the clock
cover the stroke of midnight.
Beware of the mind
where thoughts grow in the night
when your day was stressed,
your driving erratic,
sleeping you toss around.
Beware.
It is Halloween Night.
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The Flutist of the Desert
The wind carried over the mellow sounds of the flute
high notes in a passion of melodious highs and lows,
recalling the austere noon that forces the troubadour
to set up a quick tent close to his stopped camel
now lying down, a shield from the heat and wind.
There is the flutist of the desert, a nomad, no one knows
if he even stays in one place for any amount of time.
He goes from oasis to oasis to perform his melodies.
He will be at our evening stop, you will like his renditions
of the whistling wind, of the suffocating heat. of the sands
whipping your skin, even making it bleed if uncovered.
The camel enjoyed being serenaded while marching
in time to the repetitive rhythm of a march between the dunes
that the capricious storms move a grain or a thousand at a time
redesigning the landscape, inside the tent away from the sun
we refreshed ourselves with crystal clear cool water
from a clay gurglet that uses evaporation for freshness.

At the Edge of the Bosk
The trees are tall crested with foliage
close to the sky where air is pure
where the sun shines for many hours
where birds make their nests up high.
Fallen dormant leaves cover the ground
kept humid and soft for a while.
Summer is closed for the season.
The dew and fog add to the cold
the breeze shows sign to turn to wind
each day is shortened as Winter comes
his whistling sounds keep us inside
there is little to do in the wilderness
but hibernate for survival for now.
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Prose

_________________________________________________________________

Eloquence is the poetry of prose.
—William Cullen Bryant
Yet, it is true, poetry is delicious; the best prose is that which is most full of poetry.
—Virginia Woolf
You campaign in poetry. You govern in prose.
—Mario Cuomo
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Close Encounters with a Courageous Chickadee1
Gretchen Graft Batz
“I wonder if I could do that,” I thought after reading an article about a person who got a
chickadee to eat bird seed from her hand. What would it take to win the trust of such a tiny nonhuman
creature? My own attempt required me to develop more stillness, patience, and perseverance, and to
bundle up in PLENTY of warm clothes.
Each winter morning, flocks of hungry feathered local residents anxiously awaited my drowsy
appearance at the empty bird feeder, which I dutifully refilled. The birds didn’t flutter over my head,
mind you. No. They watched from their respective “safe” perches. Sparrows quietly waited in the
tangled multiflora rose bushes. Titmice and chickadees peered down from overhead silver maple and
sassafras limbs. More timid cardinals were mere patches of crimson amongst the maze of limbs and
bushes farther from my feeder.
Normally, my routine was to come outside, fill up the bird feeder, and return immediately to the
house. Then from my window I’d watch the breakfast diners converge noisily. This approach had to be
modified. To lure a single chickadee to my hand, I’d have to spend much more time outside than usual.
Also, I would not fill the bird feeder until I’d first attempted to coax a potential nibbler to come to me
instead. Surely making the hungry crew wait like this would tempt at least one of them to risk accepting
my personal offering! With this new procedure, I began my quest. Dressed in a full-length, hooded redfleece robe, I braved many a frosty morn in steadfast silence beside the empty feeder. There I’d stand like
a statue, my right arm outstretched from my elbow, which was braced against my side, and my palm
turned skyward full of slippery black seed. Occasionally a bird would come for a closer look, but none
ever came less than three feet from me. My tactics still needed improvement.
So, I tried to “think like a bird.” What would be more natural, more acceptable than having to
land on a human hand? It was unrealistic for me to expect a wild bird to be so bold! Ah, ha! I decided to
try holding my hand directly under the thick, undulating grapevine where many of the birds awaited their
turn to eat at the feeder. That way, a bird could keep its grasp on more familiar turf while it made its seed
selection from such as unusual feeder as a human hand. Very clever!
I would surely have a customer in a short time, I thought. I stood there stiffly. And stood some
more. My arm got heavy. My feet turned numb. Only my eyes moved slightly as I carefully scanned the
area in search of a potential taker. Cold. Tingling fingertips.
I felt like a character I’d seen in a local Greek drama production several years before. She had to
stand motionless atop a five-foot pedestal for nearly the duration of the play. She didn’t even blink her
eyes—I watched closely! Marveling at her ability to do that without distraction, I came away from the
play thinking that I could never have done what she did—not even for one full minute! Yet, each winter
day, I was now in my own play—before an audience of birds. The actress was much more successful in
her stillness and immobility, but she was in a warm theatre. My pitiful ungloved hand was exposed to the
elements of an Illinois winter! Instead of standing permanently in one position like she did, I’d
occasionally shift weight from one foot to the other. And, inevitably I’d have to prop up the gravityprone arm with my other hand. Given the circumstance, I was “still” enough. My stints lasted from five
to fifteen minutes, depending upon the temperature and upon how much time I had to spare on that
particular day. Standing there with my cherry red hood all gathered around my rosy face, I must have
looked like the GREAT KING OF CARDINALS!
How many mornings I repeated this ritual, faithfully, day-after-day, snow or sun! My silence,
however, soon yielded to a simple recitative—my own invention, “Chic-ka-dee,” “Chic-ka-dee”—in
high-pitched voice. Surely this was meaningful communication! Each day I’d stand and chant while
birds watched, listened, and waited for me to get out of their way. Discouragement set in. Did that
woman I read about have to go through all of this?
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Then one day, a brave little chickadee perched right on my grapevine—only two feet away! First,
he studied me carefully, well aware of the tantalizing seed in my palm. I didn’t blink. I didn’t chant. I
almost forgot to breathe! Suddenly, he started hopping down the vine—cautiously watching me. He
stopped just above my hand, tilted his head up at me as if to say, “Look me in the eye,” snatched a seed,
and quickly flitted away. I had a taker!
Would he come back? Anxiously I waited, watching him on a nearby limb, routing out the meaty
nut from the thin ebony pod held between his delicate claws. Then the little mate came back to the
grapevine. Already less reticent, he worked his way down sideways to greet me tête-à-tête. Once his
selection was made, he darted off with his cargo.
Fearless was the only appropriate name for such a bold fellow. He was definitely one of a kind.
None of the other chickadees would come close to me the way he did; they’d watch him get my seed, and
then some even started to approach me. BUT, they always stopped within two or three feet. Their
artificial barrier would not be broken.
Nearly every day that winter, I saw Fearless. Sometimes he’d even come to me—when bird seed
was already in the plastic feeder. That really made me feel privileged. In the spring, when fewer birds
came to our feeder because more natural food was available, Fearless, too, no longer came. I didn’t know
whether he migrated or if he just didn’t need my services any more. Soon, I stopped looking for him.
Summer came…and went.
The next winter I wondered if he’d return. I’d go out and stand by the grapevine with me handful
of seeds. For a few weeks, there was no sign of him. But, one day I heard his familiar approach—the
flurry of his wings close above me so readily. At this, our first reunion since the previous winter, he
looked at me intently as if to say, “Well, here I am. Can I eat now?”
That year we became “true friends.” The grapevine was no longer the only place we’d interact.
Sometimes he’d approach me while I was out working in the yard, or walking down our driveway. (I had
to make a habit of carrying bird seed in my pocket whenever I was outside.) I’d find a convenient limb or
branch to hold my hand under so Fearless could have easy access. Soon, something even more special in
our friendship developed.
One day I decided to see what would happen if I held my hand slightly away from the branch,
instead of directly under it. Fearless had alighted on a branch. He hesitated, but not for long. Suddenly
he lit right on the tips of my fingers! Such tiny talons. So light and weightless he was. As usual, he
looked right up at my face before choosing his seed, and then he quickly lifted off. After this, he always
came right to my hand.
That Christmas I had to go away for a two-week holiday. I asked a friend to feed the birds for me
while I was gone. She came over for instructions the day before I left. Fearless came to me while she
was standing there. After he ate from my hand, I had her hold the seed while I stood beside her.
He came to her! Awestruck, she said that she would happily stand there ALL DAY if he’d keep
coming back like that.
When I returned after me vacation, I was saddened to find that Fearless never came to her while I
was gone. In fact, I didn’t see him the rest of the winter. Would that be the end of our relationship? I
had to wait until the next winter to find out.
The third winter he did come back. His same gentle, trusting self. Often he’d repeatedly light on
my warm perch, sometimes taking two seeds instead of one, other times selecting one seed, putting it
back, and choosing a different one. Though I could chant “Chic-ka-dee” softly while he was with me, I
never moved while he was on my hand. That way, he knew he could trust me.
One day my father and a friend, both hefty farmers, brought some firewood. As we were
unloading it from the pickup truck, I heard the familiar wings buzz overhead. Fearless looked down at me
as if he were starving. The men watched in amazement. I stood right by them, reached for sunflower
seeds from my pocket, stretched out my arm, and called Fearless. He came to dine oblivious of the
“strangers.” Not once, but several times. Neither of them had ever “seen anything like it.”
Now, when I tell people about Fearless, some don’t believe me. Fortunately, during the third
winter my husband took several verifying photos of him perched on my hand. And, of course, I have the
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eyewitness mentioned earlier. I’m glad I believed her—even when my patience nearly ran out during
some of those long, cold mornings when I stood shivering outside.
The fourth winter Fearless didn’t return. At first, I was tempted to feel a great sense of
emptiness. But then I thought of the many special moments we shared and of the remarkable sense of
courage and trust he had. Now, whenever I think of my Fearless friend, I think of how “fine” he was!

Note
1

This essay originally appeared in Prairie Country Journal: The Periodical of the Nature Institute, 4.2
(Fall 1989).

Grace E. White, “Moon, Matson Trail, MO”
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The Plus in Poverty
Faye Adams

First grade school photo

High school photo

In the Ozark hills where I was born, the Great Depression was still in evidence twenty years after
the rest of the country had begun to recover. To say we were poor is an understatement. Reading John
Grisham’s book The Painted House brought back vivid memories of my own childhood.
We didn’t think about being poor. Most of the residents of our community were in the same
situation as we, struggling to wring out a living in rocky soil which yielded very little in the way of
income producing crops. The commonality of circumstances fostered neighboring tendencies.
Essentially, people in our area were good neighbors, willing to share what they had or offer help where
needed. Each family prospered, or failed, in proportion to the willingness of its members to work.
Our cows gave milk by the gallon, which provided our beverage for meals. The cream was
separated and saved for pouring over fruit or oatmeal, and to churn for butter. Mother used milk in
cooking and baking, and cooked any excess to make cheese. She planted and tended a large garden,
producing a bounty of fresh vegetables for our summer table. She also canned many varieties for winter
use.
Our fruit orchard supplied us with fresh fruit in summer and autumn, plus Mother’s pickled
peaches, apple butter, jelly and canned fruit for pies, and other goodies in winter. We scouted the woods
around our place for mushrooms, plums, blackberries, grapes, and wild greens. We raised chickens and
hogs, which gave us fried chicken in spring, in addition to ham, bacon and pork chops in winter, and eggs
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all year round. Mother was a hard worker, and very resourceful. She always managed to “set a good
table.” If I close my eyes and concentrate, I can still taste her backbone and sauerkraut, which I loved.
My uncle Neil once commented that my mother could “make a meal out of nothing.”
Dad hunted the woods for squirrel and rabbit, and we fished in the nearby Eleven Point River.
Some of my fondest memories are of gathering with other families on the banks of the river, and camping
for two or three days to catch fish. The men put out their lines while the women cooked over campfires,
and we children played. It was a time in America’s history when communities came together for both
work and play.
I recall the day when several families met at a neighbor’s house to help with sheep shearing. As
the men worked to divest the sheep of their precious wool, the women set up frames on a shaded patch of
lawn and worked on quilts, which had been stretched taught and fastened to wooden frames. Those of us
who were too small to help with the work played together until lunch time. Each family had brought
food, which was then set out on temporary tables, constructed of long planks placed across saw horses.
After lunch, the women resumed their quilting, gossiping, and trading recipes. We children lay
around in the sunshine, taking naps, sharing secrets, and thinking up new games to play. When all the
sheep had been shorn, we packed up tools and dishes, climbed into our wagons, and rode home in the
gathering dusk. No matter what each day brought, we needed to be home before dark because of animals
to be fed and cows to be milked.
My brother, sister, and I walked to school. I began first grade at the age of five, in a one-room
schoolhouse approximately three miles from our home. There were only two or three families in our
community who owned an automobile. Our grandfather drove a Ford Model A, and another such
automobile was owned by a local minister, who also served as the school teacher. School days began
with singing, prayer, and the pledge of allegiance to our flag.
The first day of school was exciting for me. At the teacher’s direction, one of the older students
picked up a first grade reader, sat down on a bench with me, opened the book, and began to read. The
words filled my head. My mind took me away to a magical place where my imagination took wings. I
didn’t want it to end. I asked the older classmate to read the story again and again. By the end of the day,
I had memorized the entire book. It was the first book I had ever seen, and the fascination was
overwhelming. The power of words became real to me that day, and I fell in love with reading.
In the years to come, I read every book I could get my hands on. I explored exotic lands and
journeyed to far-away places through those pages. Initially, the only books in our household were our
schoolbooks and the Bible. We memorized verses from the Bible in Sunday School. I devoured the
schoolbooks, made straight A’s in school, and passed both 5th and 6th grades in one year. Shortly after,
we moved further south where we attended a larger school. It seemed strange to begin the 7th grade in a
school with a separate room for each grade. This school also had an outhouse, with no electricity, but the
seat accommodated more than one person at a time. We’d never even owned a “two-holer” at home. I
was embarrassed by the lack of privacy.
Farming is hard work. Each member of the family must contribute his/her share of labor to make
it profitable. When we moved to the flatlands along the St. Francis river (Painted House country), we
became sharecroppers. We kids were expected to work in the fields alongside our parents. We worked
from daylight until dark during the time the crop was being planted, weeded, or harvested.
We lived within hearing distance of the school. If school was in session, my brother, sister, and I
chopped or picked cotton with our parents until the first bell rang, ran home to grab our books and lunch,
then raced to beat the second bell. After school, we reversed the process, chopping or picking cotton until
darkness descended. Any assigned homework was done by the dim light of an oil lamp, while Mother
washed the supper dishes, and Dad did chores by lantern light.
At this point in our lives, we walked everywhere. We had sold our team and wagon when we
moved to the bottomlands. But the distance between our new home and our extended family members
was not within walking distance. We missed visiting with our grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins.
The year of my 12th birthday, Dad managed to purchase a Jeep, meant to serve as transportation,
and double as a work vehicle. We made many trips “home” in our Jeep to visit relatives. The Jeep also
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allowed us to elevate to tenant status on the farm and receive 50% of the proceeds from the crop rather
than the 25% yield allotted to sharecroppers.
That was the turning point in our financial status. We moved to a better location, with more land.
We still had no bathroom but it was a larger house with electricity, water in the kitchen, central heat, and
a shower in the basement. It was the first Painted House we’d ever occupied. After the next harvest, Dad
bought a “second-hand” tractor. He could plow with the tractor while my brother followed behind in the
jeep, pulling the disk or harrow, to break the ground into finer soil for planting. Eventually, both my
sister and I learned to disk or harrow with the jeep, while my brother did the plowing. The new location
also brought us a couple of hours closer to “home.”
Traveling in the jeep was fun in summer, but difficult in cold weather. It was rough, noisy, and
took in too much cold air in winter. We never missed Christmas at our grandparents’, however,
regardless of the weather. It meant fresh oranges, nuts, hard candy, and popcorn balls made with
molasses.
Granddad kept a roaring fire burning in the fireplace. I remember watching Grandmother, bent
forward, holding the long-handled wire popcorn popper over the flames in the fireplace, waiting for the
corn to pop. Sometimes she allowed us to take turns manning the popper. She supplied candy, sugar
cookies, fruit cake, and pies.
On Christmas day, Granddad brought a tree from the woods and placed it in the corner of the
dining room. We children gathered red berries from bushes which grew in nearby woods, and
Grandmother threaded needles with long threads, then taught us how to string the red berries alternately
with popcorn to make garlands for the tree. Everyone helped decorate the tree. The last thing to be
placed on the tree were the glass candle holders which Grandmother carefully clipped onto the branches.
What a beautiful sight when the candles were lit! Lamps were turned down low while we briefly enjoyed
the tree. Everything became quiet as we reflected on our Savior’s birth.
We each received a stocking on Christmas morning, filled with oranges, nuts, candy, and a small
toy. On the evening of Christmas day, Granddad took down the tree and burned it in the field beside the
house. In the flickering light, the Ozark hills became the western prairie, and we the Indian braves as we
danced around the flames.
We made our own toys from tin cans, sticks, iron wagon-wheel rims, and rocks. We gained a
spirit of adventure, fostered by our freedom to roam those Arkansas hills during free time. We climbed
trees, caught minnows and tadpoles, swam in nearby creeks, and ate possum grapes. Our imaginations
turned leaves, moss, and rocks into playhouses, cavalry forts, and schoolhouses.
I treasure those memories of a happy childhood. Our parents must have struggled to make ends
meet, but we children were not aware of it. They, like us, used leisure time to enjoy the company of
family, friends, and neighbors. I believe we grew up to be stronger individuals because we did not
receive everything our hearts desired. We developed patience and fortitude from having to wait and work
for the things we desired. Initiative and ingenuity are natural results of penury and hard work. We were
rich in ways that families with material wealth may never know.
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In the Land of Mesopotamia:
A U.S. Soldier’s Diary from Iraq, April-October 2003
CPL (Ret.) Joseph A. Beatman
Excerpted and edited by Glory Castello

The author in an Iraqi bunker

July 13, 2003
I just got this notebook today, so I have almost three months of catching up to do. Well, let me
start at the beginning. I left for Iraq on April 25. That was one of the hardest days I have ever gone
through. I had to see my girlfriend go through hell with me leaving. She was crying so much. It hurt me
to see her like that, but I acted strong because I didn’t want her to see me cry. That would have been a lot
harder on both of us. I had to say goodbye. After she left, I started to cry.
It took us two hours on the bus to get to our plane, and then we were off. On the plane, I cried
again. The ride took eighteen hours. I watched a couple of movies and slept the rest of the way. When
we landed in Kuwait, I noticed the heat as soon as I got off the plane. From there, my troop company
went to Camp Wolf, and then to Camp Victory. We were there for over two weeks. During that time
very little happened, except that ten tents burned down, destroying all of my stuff. After being at Camp
Victory for a short period of time, we were finally sent to Bagdad. It took three long days to get there.
Let me talk about those days. The first day was…different. It was a hard day for me. Right before we
entered into Iraq, we stopped, and the T.C. looked at me and asked, “Are you ready?” I looked at him
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with an expression that said, “Whatever,” as if I were ready for what awaited us. But I wasn’t. Right
when we crossed into Iraq, we had to move past some berms (tall sand walls) that were at least two stories
tall. Entering Baghdad, all I could see were hundreds of people everywhere, trying to steal things off our
gun trucks. I watched as several people ran in front of the trucks, nearly getting hit. One guy threw his
three- or four-year-old child in front of our truck in an attempt to stop the vehicle. When I began to slow
down, the major told me not to stop, even if that meant running someone over. I came within a foot and a
half of hitting the little girl before she finally jumped out of the way. As we drove through the crowd, all
I could see was my brother Josh. Every kid I saw was him, and that shook me up a bit. On the highway,
Isom looked at me and asked if I was OK. I told him I was OK but he knew I wasn’t all right. When we
stopped for the night, I couldn’t sleep at all. It was a scary feeling.

July 16, 2003
Today I woke up late. The major had to wake me up to leave. He and I went to the palace, like we do
every day. Since then, a couple things have happened. First, two car bombs went off right outside our
gate, killing two soldiers. The other thing is that a soldier told me that our stay was extended to a year
after being told we would only be here for eight months.

July 17, 2003
Last night was not fun. We caught five guys who wired three cars to explode, but thankfully we
stopped them before they could get to our A.O. I was up all night listening to the radios. When I got
back to my cot, I went straight to sleep. When I woke up, the mail had been delivered, but once again I
received nothing from my girlfriend.

July 18, 2003
Today I had guard duty from 0300 to 0600. I didn’t go to sleep until 0220 because this guy I
have a problem with was up all night talking. When my shift ended, I went straight to sleep and didn’t
wake up until 1130. After, I went to get some pop and food. Hopefully, today I will go somewhere so I
can buy something for Sue.
Today, another guy died at the gates. He got shot by someone driving by, and we didn’t get the
guy. He got away. I feel weird because one of our own dies over here at least every day, or at least that is
how it feels. I used to feel bad for them. Now when I hear that someone died, I just shrug my shoulders
and say, “Oh well, it wasn’t me.” Is that wrong, or is it normal? I don’t know. It makes me feel like a
horrible person.
I do know one thing: I’m starting to hate these people more and more every day that I’m here.
Sometimes I feel like I’m losing my mind. I can’t think. I just want to fight everyone that says
something stupid to me. Fortunately, I just start thinking of my girlfriend, and everything starts
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A wall painting in Babylon, Iraq1

A map of Iraq in Babylon, Iraq
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A wall painting that illustrates the design of the ancient Mesopotamian city
of Babylon; it is entitled “Plan of the city of Babylon
during the time of King Nabu Chad Nezzar II 600 B.C.”

A monument in Babylon, Iraq
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to cool down. That is why I’m happy to have her. Not much happened today, so the only thing I’m going
to do is take a shower with a hose and call my girlfriend later on tonight. Hopefully I will reach her.

July 20, 2003
The people that make me mad are the ones that keep shooting at U.S. troops. I want to know
why. We are here to help! Why do some of them love Saddam Hussein so much? He’s gone, and he’s
not going to come back no matter what these people do. I’m so sorry for the other group—those that
don’t follow Saddam Hussein. They are happy we are here, and when they try to talk to us, we just tell
them to go away—we don’t know if they are good or bad. When I see the children, I feel so sorry for
them that I nearly cry sometimes. When I look at them, I see Josh. I’m so thankful that he is where he is.
I’m also thankful that my kids won’t have to go through the stuff these kids go through here. I really feel
like a monster for hating the people here or anywhere. Can you forgive me? Please don’t look at me any
differently. It’s just hard to be away from your family and your loved ones during a time of war. It really
sucks.

July 22, 2003
Today in Iraq, the U.S. army found and killed Saddam’s two sons, Uday and Qusay Hussein. I’m
so happy. Now they can’t go out and find little girls and rape them anymore. They can’t hurt anyone
anymore. The only person I feel sorry for is Mustapha, Qusay’s little son. He was only fourteen years
old. The reaction to their deaths was unbelievable here in Baghdad. When I heard gunfire, I initially
thought the Iraqis were beginning a huge-scale attack on U.S. forces, because it sounded like everyone
just started shooting. I never heard that much firing go off at once. Then we got reports that everyone in
Iraq who had a weapon was firing into the air, so around 20,000 to 50,000 people were shooting their
rifles all at the same time. I was still nervous though. No attacks came, but one bad thing happened while
we were all standing outside watching the tracer rounds go up. Well, anyone who knows anything about
anything should know that what goes up must come down. We had rounds falling down on us no more
than two feet away, and one of our men got hit. We pulled him inside, and everyone ran into the rooms
so they wouldn’t get hit, too. So that’s what happened today.

July 29, 2003
It’s about 0700, and guess what we did today? Yes, we drove to 2BCT and were there all day. I
tried to call my girlfriend last night, but she was on the computer so I couldn’t get through, but I’ll try
tonight. I don’t think I’ll be doing much today, so tonight I’ll finish writing.
I just got off the phone with my girlfriend. We talked for thirty minutes or so. Right now I think
it is over for us…at least until she can prove to me that she loves me as much as she says she does. It
hurts to think that the person you loved more than anything is out of your life.

July 30, 2003
It’s about 1400, and I’m sitting at 2nd Battalion again. I was up at 0200 and went to the
convention center. We had a report that around 200 people were going to attack us. Guess what?
Nothing happened at all. I was mad, but oh well. I went back to my room and went to sleep. That’s all
that happened today.
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July 31, 2003
Well, I talked to my girlfriend last night. Not for long, but I did. I don’t think there is a problem,
after all. I’m just worried because I’m over here. She loves me with everything she has, and I know that
everything will be OK. She is my life, and I’m happy to have her. I am getting myself ready in case she
does leave me, so my heart won’t be totally crushed. I don’t think she will, but you never know.

August 1, 2003
I wrote to a lot of people today. I made some things for my girlfriend, too. What I made her took
me over three hours to make. I love that girl so much. We had another guy die over here. I don’t even
know how many that is. One positive thing I’ve noticed is that there isn’t as much shooting at night
anymore since we found Saddam’s sons. I guess some of the people have realized that they’re not
coming back.

August 7, 2003
Today was a very horrible day. First, four gun trucks went out because they got hit with an IED.
One guy got hurt. Then we found a truck on fire. There were two guys stuck inside, and a third guy was
crawling out to help them. When the troops stopped to help, they were shot at. So the troops returned fire
and got into the truck and took off. Later that day, we found out one of them died. Then I learned that
another soldier shot himself in the foot. A lot of us think he did it on purpose so that he could go home.

August 10, 2003
Today was a good day. I stayed in my room until 1200. Then my platoon went to the RTOC
(Regiment Tactical Operations Center) until 1800. While there, we played PlayStation the entire time.
On our way back, we were driving through the center of Baghdad when an Iraqi jumped in front of my
truck to stop our convoy. He started to tell us that there was an IED or a bomb in front of us. When we
got out of the vehicles to find out what was going on, we spotted a guy with something in his hand. It
looked like he was trying to set off the IED. Gross and I ran to apprehend him. Meanwhile, I could hear
gunfire behind us. After we caught the guy with the switch, we brought him back to our truck. The other
gunner told us that he was the one shooting. He said when we started to go after the one guy, another guy
emerged with an AK47. He was going to shoot us in the back. I’m so happy our gunner saw him, or I
might not be writing right now.

August 12, 2003
Today was a long day. We were out for a long time. It was so hot. They say this is the hottest
month of the year. We had two incidents today. First, another U.S. soldier was killed at our west gate.
Then someone in my troop shot himself in the foot to go home just like the other guy. This guy even
admitted that he did it for that reason. I would never want to go home like that. That would make my
family so disappointed in me; I’d never want to let them down.
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The Arc of Triumph in Baghdad that commemorates
the Iran-Iraq war (1980-88)

U.S. troops preparing to leave Baghdad
August 17, 2003
Today was just another day in Baghdad. I woke up at 0525 and played football for PT (physical
training). Then I drove to the same places as I normally do. After that, I went back to my room. I bought
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some more movies, too. I took a two-hour nap, and when I awoke, we went out on patrol again. I came
back for the night at 2010 or so. Before bed, I watched The Hulk. It was a pretty good movie. Then we
played Spades until 0240. I’m pretty tired right now, so I’m going to go to sleep.

A U.S. military convoy leaving Iraq for Kuwait
August 20, 2003
Around 1700, the U.N. got hit with a car bomb. Our camp was only 1.5 miles away. After the
explosion, we went over to help with the evacuation. My job was to escort people back and forth from
the bombsite to the mass casualty hospital. There were over 100 injured. It was one of the worst things
I’ve ever seen. People were bloodied and missing body parts. Ironically, there wouldn’t have been as
many people injured had the U.N. not been undergoing a shift change, causing all the workers to be there.
The troops helped out at the U.N. for eight hours. I will never forget this day, not for the rest of my life.
When we got back to the base, I couldn’t go to sleep. I just kept seeing all those people and how hurt
they were. I could look right in their eyes and see how they were feeling. It made me so sad to see them
like that.

August 21, 2003
Today was a different day for me. I was taken away from driving and made into a RTO (radio
telephone operator). It’s not too bad. It’s something else to do. I don’t know why they did move me, but
I’m not too mad about it.

Note
1

All photos from Iraq were taken by the author.
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Dek’s Wandering Thoughts:
A Kind of Stream-of-Consciousness Short Story
Jo A. Baldwin
The sky was red and lowery as Melchizedek Smith, called Dek for short, pulled into the Shell
station on Fourth and Center Street in Milwaukee to gas up his 2013 red Ford Fusion for his trip to
Greenwood, Mississippi, a city in the Delta region called “The Most Southern Place on Earth.” He would
take Highway 94 to Chicago, get on the Dan Ryan to 57 headed for Memphis, and then take 55 to 82 into
Greenwood, his final destination.
Two days ago, he was staring at a few tiger lilies suffocating in a vase on the kitchen table put
there by his girlfriend Maggie when he decided to make the trip. He would be undertaking his usual
masquerade when visiting his hometown. Maggie, a bore, but kind and still company on lonely evenings
when watching TV was not enough, would not be going.
Dek was average height and average size with an average attitude toward life. He wore average
clothes and would have been considered completely average had it not been for his family background.
His maternal grandparents, now dead, had lived in Greenwood and shipped him and his mother off to
Milwaukee to protect them from the other side of his family. You see, he was a black man with white
skin, hazel eyes and straight brown hair, which means he could pass and, although he was not a mulatto,
was referred to by some as an octoroon, a person with one-eighth black ancestry, because his mother was
a quadroon, having one-fourth black ancestry and his daddy white. Actually it was his mother’s mother
who was the mulatto and his biological grandfather a wealthy white man who owned a cotton plantation
in the Delta, although his grandmother was married to a black man who raised his mother as his own and
was the only father she knew. They were sent up North when he was a boy hearing the grown folks say
something about fleeing a repeat performance of something he didn’t understand but something
everybody seemed to dread.
Dek thought, “I’ll get up at 4:30 a.m. to beat the Chicago morning rush-hour traffic.” He put on a
pair of comfortable jeans, a t-shirt, and sandals in spite of knowing there would be gas stations with not so
pleasant restrooms to enter and exit.
The trip through Chicago was uneventful with the same old skyscrapers, the same frantic drivers
and relief when seeing the Jackson, Mississippi, exit. Dek couldn’t keep his mind from wandering back
to the South and all its challenges. He had been gone from Greenwood so long he hoped nobody
remembered him or his family although that wasn’t likely because the Delta is known for its black folks
who were determined to do more than just survive but thrive in small ways that sometimes ended up
being monumental. And it was their unity and staying in touch with each other that made them strong.
He remembered some of the grown folks’ conversations about how white folks might have owned
the plantations but the black folks ran them and that it was the black labor force that caused the
plantations to prosper and not just their being situated on some of the richest farmland on planet Earth.
He remembered one conversation between a black man and his black grandfather who shared anger
because the black man said the white politicians wrote laws that took away his land and how he was
cheated out of his wages when he had no choice but to become a tenant farmer. He heard a lot of talk
when he was a boy about the mean and cruel behavior of somebody named Jim Crow.
Driving the speed limit with cruise control, Dek saw the grass change from blue in Kentucky to
brown in Tennessee, figuring he would stop soon at a Holiday Inn to eat and spend the night. He wouldn’t
have any trouble getting a decent room because he looked professional and he had money.
Still driving, Dek was amazed at how most of his memories of Greenwood had few happy scenes
and moments. Most of his thoughts even as a young boy were about black people hiding out because the
Ku Klux Klan was riding. His knowledge of hangings was not of pictures or mirrors on the wall but
grown black men swinging from tree branches and sometimes even black women. He was glad he could
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lie about his true identity and get away with it knowing how it must have felt being a German who hid
Jews in Nazi Germany and lying to keep the Jews they were hiding and themselves from being killed. He
shook his head when he remembered learning at a tender age that evil does not deserve the truth.
Dek thought about how he never liked going to funerals, but his grandparents made him go
reminding him that there were short graves in the graveyard because even boys his age were brutally
murdered like someone named Emmett Till.
Still the Delta was home and he journeyed there every few years for the festivals; only this time
he would check out a place called Tallahatchie Flats to see what all the whoopla was about. Evidently
there is a place on the “Blues Highway” where old-time farmhouses are rented out. Two- or four-room
shacks representing houses where poor black folks had to live could be rented for a day, a week or a
month to see what living that way was like. At first Dek was insulted feeling it was an invasion of
privacy that glorified the wealthy who could choose to embrace poverty for a while knowing that—unlike
the poor black families who had no choice but to live in those shacks—they could get up on checkout day
and escape the tight quarters that made privacy impossible, togetherness too much, and comfort unlikely.
But then he figured he would see for himself before making a judgment although he couldn’t help but
think that he had never heard of anybody renting a mass shower at Auschwitz to see what staying in a
building where Jews were exterminated was like. He shook his head again at what some people do in the
name of making money saying, “It’s just business.” Because he could pass he didn’t have to worry about
any black people criticizing his curiosity or telling him he should be ashamed of himself because those
who knew his background understood that he wasn’t the cause of his situation and if he could cross racial
lines when it was beneficial, more power to him. But the down side of passing would prevent him from
going to favorite night spots and juke joints to hear the blues or black churches to hear good sermons.
Maybe he would pay for some female company on lonely nights but would think about that later. He was
going solo and looked forward to some fishing on a lazy afternoon and gambling at the casino when he
was too restless to sleep.
Like white people, he was guilty of taking advantage of his whiteness so to feel better about
himself. Dek flashed his Delta itinerary across his mind: I will go to Leland for the Crawfish Festival and
stay in Tallahatchie Flats for a night or two, go to Stein Mart in Greenville and buy Maggie a dress, go to
the B. B. King Museum in Indianaola and take a picture of his grave. He would have liked to visit the B.
B. King Studio at Valley State but hadn’t read anything in The Communique about any special programs
scheduled now that B. B. was dead. “Finally,” he thought, “I will go to Ground Zero in Clarksdale for
some of their delicious collard greens and catfish and hopefully I can hear a few blues sets.” He knew
white folks frequented Morgan Freeman’s place, so he didn’t have to worry about being conspicuous.
Then he would return to Milwaukee and rest before going back to work at North Division High School
where he was an English teacher.
Getting closer to his destination, Dek thought about the Mississippi Delta and how it was hot and
rich like a good cup of coffee first thing in the morning but formed bitter dregs in the swallow left in the
cup as if protesting the disrespect of not being totally consumed. He thought of how the women were hot
and soft like going barefoot and sinking his toes in the steamy dirt on a hot summer’s day beside bales of
cotton waiting to be loaded and sold at a justifiably high price. In spite of everything, he found himself
smiling at thoughts of the Mississippi Delta and the next thing he knew, he had driven straight through
seeing the “Welcome to Greenwood” sign on Highway 82.
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An Ordinary Life: Reflections on the Loss of My Father
C. Clark Triplett

There is a tendency to lionize loved ones that we have lost. We want to make them bigger than
life, to manufacture saints out of whole cloth. Quite often the picture we paint is of someone we would
never recognize in real life. My father was not a saint, at least not in the way that popular culture defines
it. He was just an ordinary man. He had the same foibles, fallibilities and flaws as the next man, but in
this ordinary life there were times when my father displayed extraordinary grace. This was not
something that was obvious; often it was done behind the scenes when no one was looking. This quiet
grace was not the result of academic scholarship, corporate success, or literary accomplishment; rather, it
was the result of simple acts of kindness, hard work, a love of family and friends, and a determined effort
to face life with courage, dignity, and an amazing sense of humor.
Those who knew my father are aware that he survived multiple cancers over his lifetime and yet
never allowed the visitation of those demons to dampen his enjoyment of the simple pleasures of working
in the garden, relationships with friends and family, hooking a large bass, or just enjoying the fullness of
nature and the life around him. There is nothing spectacular about this, but he found a way—his own
unique way—to gather the sweetness of creation even during times of great suffering. The Greek
playwright Aeschylus once wrote: “He who learns must suffer. And even in our sleep pain, which cannot
forget, falls drop by drop upon the heart until, in our own despair, against our will, comes wisdom
through the awful grace of God.” Now Aeschylus was not a Christian and certainly had no understanding
of the classical theology of gratia Dei (grace of God). So what did he mean by “the awful grace of God”
in this pericope from his well-known play Agamemnon? My own understanding is that sometimes things
happen in life that we cannot explain. There is no escape from them for they inevitably come, and when
they do there is an “awful” feeling of hopelessness and despair. I think Aeschylus was trying to capture
this inexplicable experience of abandonment and absolute aloneness that sometimes comes, particularly
with unbearable loss or overwhelming pain. But in the midst of such terrible suffering it is still possible
to learn something. Even in those moments of deep despair, while at the bottom of the dark well, it is
possible to hear the voice of God. It is then that we discover our absolute need for God and the favor that
only he is able to grant us. I think this “awful grace” was something my father understood well in the
course of his life and never more so than at the end of his life.
We are reminded of Psalm 13, a Psalm of lament, which challenges our assumption that life is
something we control:
How long, O Lord? Will you forget me forever?
How long will you hide your face from me?
How long must I wrestle with my thoughts and every day have sorrow in my heart?
How long will my enemy triumph over me?
Look on me and answer, O Lord my God.
Give light to my eyes, or I will sleep in death;
My enemy will say, ‘I have overcome him,’ and my foes will rejoice when I fall.
(Dramatic Pause)
But I trust in your unfailing love;
My heart rejoices in your salvation
I will sing to the Lord, for he has been good to me.
The last verse of the Psalm does not discount the struggles that we experience in life. Rather,
suffering is acknowledged without any kind of explanation. There is no suggestion for putting on a happy
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face in the midst of such suffering. The Scripture recognizes the inexplicability and reality of pain and
grief. And yet even in the depths of sorrow, the Psalmist is able to trust in God’s unfailing love and
exclaim in the end, “for he has been good to me.”
I do not want to leave the impression, however, that my father’s life was primarily about
suffering. He probably would not describe his life in that way at all. Rather, he would explain those
illnesses as just small blips in an otherwise ordinary life.
So how do we take measure of a man’s life after 94 years? It would be presumptuous of me to
think that such a life could be summed up in a short essay. There are so many pathways, twists and turns,
moving in a complexity of directions, backward and forward, up and down. Each person you talk to
might offer a different image or tell a different story about my father. The best I can do is to provide a
few snapshots of this ordinary life that stand out in my mind.
One thing I can say with some certainty is that a lot of people liked my father. In spite of his
gruff and sometimes irascible exterior, his friends and family could see beyond the surface and read the
deep language of his heart. What did people see when they really got to know him? To borrow an old
phrase, he was the salt of the earth. He was true to his word, someone you could trust, loyal to friends
and family, and most of all he was someone you could count on. As children, we saw our father as a rock
or a giant oak with its roots planted firmly in the earth. Maybe these were exaggerated feelings that
children have, but I never doubted my father’s resolve to look out for his family and friends. I still have
vivid memories of a time when I was nine or ten years old and being awakened at night by raging storms.
Often I would get up seeking some kind of solace from the awful anxiety and fear I felt during the
onslaught. As I frantically looked around, my eyes would fall on the silhouette of my father looking out
the window watching the gathering storm, as the lightning flashed and the thunder crashed. He stood
there like a sentinel standing guard against the elements. As a child, that dark silhouette seemed very
solid and comforting. I knew immediately we would be all right as long as he was there watching. It is a
simple childlike memory, but it defines very clearly my perception of my father when I was growing up.
In contrast to this more serious side of my father, there was also a mischievous, almost impish
side as well. He could find humor in a situation even when the world was crumbling beneath his feet.
Later in his life, */as he grew more fragile and struggled with short-term memory loss, it was the one
thing, I think, that kept him connected with his family and friends. Quite often when he felt left out of the
conversation, he would interject some non sequitur, often something hilarious and a little bit naughty, into
the discussion that would make everyone laugh uproariously. I think this was his way of contributing to
the conversation and participating in the interaction when it became more and more difficult to feel a part
of everyday life. It was a way to gain a sense of control in a world where the connections of memory
were no longer there. Although I was not there at the time, my sisters told me that when the EMTs came
this last time to take him to the hospital, they left the room laughing hysterically at something he said.
They would not tell anyone what was said, but my guess is that when they asked him what was wrong, he
said something about “getting one crossways in there.” He got a lot of mileage out of this little epigram,
so I fully expected that it might very well show up on his epitaph. He held on to his humor right until the
very end.
These are just a few fragments that provide a glimpse of who my father was, but, of course, he
was so much more to those who loved him. He left a lasting impression on those who knew him. His
personality and values were indelibly imprinted on family and friends in a way that can never be erased
from our memories.
How do we go on when there is such a dark, deep hole in our hearts? How do we deal with
that terrible ache that threatens to consume us? There are no easy answers. Those who have good
intentions will say we just need to pray more and trust more or “he’s in a better place.” While those kinds
of answers may be helpful at some point, they tend to discount the awful pain that people often
experience in the process of grief. There is no simple way to “fix” the pain that comes from the loss of a
loved one, but there are a few things that may help as individuals work through the process of grief.
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Remember. It is important to cherish the memory of the one we have lost. For memory is like a
footprint in our soul. It keeps the person alive in our hearts and provides a foundation for moving on to a
different place. So it is essential to continue to tell the story(s) of his life, as well as the part we played in
that life, over and over again, both the good and the bad. These memories become a resource for going
through the process of grief. By gathering those precious moments and unique experiences into
ourselves, we make it possible to integrate the loss into our future. It is also important in telling the story
to be as candid as possible about what happened. Grief brings diverse emotions that may be very extreme
at times. It is all right to feel what you feel without having to apologize. One thing I know for sure is that
you cannot get from here to there without going through that process. The pain of loss will certainly not
go away overnight, but it will be more bearable if you are able to remember and integrate those
experiences into your life. Loss brings great sorrow, but remembrance offers comfort—it allows us to
mend and to heal. So grief is not a process of forgetting, it is a time of remembering.
Love. Love means both giving and receiving. When you lose a loved one, you feel isolated and
alone. At times of great sorrow, there are people who want to surround you with love. It is easy to feel
that no one can understand the depth of your pain, but others also feel the loss and want to find some way
to contribute. Both giving and receiving will help to fill the empty space inside. As time goes on,
perhaps you will feel more comfortable sharing your loss with those who have also experienced loss. The
more you are able to share in this process, the more intentional and purposeful your life will become as
you connect with those around you. Right now, however, it is important to give yourself permission to
lean on those who want to care for you. Allow yourself to feel the love of family and friends as you find
strength in the resources they bring. While loved ones cannot take the pain away, they can provide much
needed comfort and support that will lead to healing.
Hope. “Hope is the song that is sung in the very heart of darkness” (Farley). It is something that
transcends the moment and looks for something beyond. It is hope beyond hope. But it is not something
we can simply find within ourselves or is a matter of common good. Rather, it finds its foundation in
Jesus final words on the cross, “It is accomplished!” This is not something we can ever say; only God
can say it. Our part is rooted in hearing and responding to God’s promise: “In accordance with God’s
promises, we are looking forward to a new heaven and new earth, the home of righteousness.” (2 Pet.
3:13). As German theologian Gerhard Sauter has argued, “Promise is the basic category of the future of
God’s purposes, the category for perceiving God’s faithfulness in what he has said and done in Jesus
Christ.” So the book of Hebrews tells us to “hold fast to the confession of our hope” (Heb. 10:23). The
more we hope, the more clearly and intensively we need to hold on to God’s promises. The more we hold
fast, the more we understand that God “takes hold” of us. This is God’s pledge to us—his pledge to be
with us, the pledge of his faithfulness and sovereignty.
In hope we still listen for the voice of God, that still beckons us to hope courageously and
expectantly for a whole new horizon that stands in front of us. In hope we look at our overwhelming
suffering for an unknown element we have not seen before, the possibility of being changed, of being
different. Hope is paradoxical because it increases as life grows more desperate. It is a confidence, even
courage in the face of situation that evokes resignation.
But be ready. As Sauter writes, “God’s promises are never fulfilled quite the way we expected.
Fulfillment often shatters our expectations based on God’s promises; it reshapes and transforms us which
leads to renewed hope.”
This kind of hope does not abandon us to wait and wait for some future event; it gives us
nourishment right now in the desert place even through the process of grief. And though the days ahead
will be an arduous undertaking, God has promised to make all things new. There must be time to grieve,
but we grieve with hope, and this hope will not forsake us. It brings comfort even as it changes our
reality into an even deeper understanding of what it means to follow Jesus.
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A Bump in the Road to the Moon
Billy Adams
I awoke to the sound of ice pellets rattling on the window. Freezing rain had begun during the
night. For once, the weather forecasters were right. I slid out of bed and staggered to the kitchen. Sara
sat at the table, reading the morning paper and sipping coffee. I leaned over to plant a kiss on the back of
her neck and headed for the coffeepot. We had about ten minutes before the onslaught from the kids.
“Have trouble sleeping?”
“No, up just long enough to make coffee.”
“Remember Ray Jones from church?” I asked.
“The electrician? Yeah, I remember. What about him?”
“He needs a ride to work. His car is in the shop. He’s working on the south end of my building.”
“You’ll need to leave early. I’ll start breakfast.”
The noise and smell of food roused the kids, and they ran into the kitchen.
“What’s for breakfast?” I asked.
“As if you couldn’t smell bacon in your sleep,” Sara said.
“Set the table, Jim. Susan, pour the juice.”
I left the kitchen to dress for work.
Ray and I drove across town at a snail’s pace, slowing to a dead stop by the railroad tracks
crossing Airport Road. Ice was starting to form on the road. Suddenly, a 707 on an instrument approach
screamed out of the low clouds, roared over us, and slammed into the runway to our right.
“What was that?” Ray exclaimed.
“A 707, shooting an instrument approach.”
“Better check for tire tracks on your roof.”
“He wasn’t that low. They have to stay above 200 feet until they see the runway.”
“Do they always land that hard?”
“He was in a hurry to get down; they have to leave room for stopping on the slick runway.”
Traffic started moving again. A guard motioned us into the multiple parking lots of Building 101,
a large two-story building still under construction. The back portion was an open shop area housing
aircraft simulators and test beds for fatigue testing of various aircraft components. The front half housed
engineering personnel and support people. Our labs were at the north end on the second floor in the first
phase of the building. About half of the building was finished. The southern half of the building was
nearing completion.
“Too bad we don’t have a third rider,” I said.
“Why?”
“We could park in the VIP parking lot, right next to the building entrance. See that car pulling up
to the guard shack?”
“Only two passengers,” Ray said.
“Looks like Bill Stevens’ secretary,” I said.
They pulled up to the gate and stopped. The guard leaned into the car, then stepped back and
motioned them into the parking lot. I moved forward. The guard leaned into the car and checked our
badges.
“I’m sorry, sir, but you need three passengers to park in this lot.”
“There were only two in the car ahead.”
“But that’s Mr. Stevens’ secretary,” replied the guard.
“Oh. Okay. I’ll just swing around to the other lot.”
I smiled as I maneuvered through rows of parked cars toward the back lot.
“Guess the guard didn’t like our legs,” Ray quipped.
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“No miniskirt.”
“Don’t think it would’ve helped. Do you know this Mr. Stevens?”
“Yeah, he’s my boss. What’s strange is that he can’t park in that parking lot.”
“Wonder how the two secretaries are getting in?”
“Haven’t a clue. I’ll ask Bill.”
“Won’t that get them in trouble?”
“Nah, he’ll think it’s clever and tell them to keep doing it.”
“Sounds like my kind of boss,” Ray said.
“He’s a character,” I said. “We have a yearly budget for equipment we need for the labs.
Anything that costs more than two hundred dollars, we have to go through a multilayer approval process
involving several paper clip counters. Usually takes months and reams of paper. What Bill likes to do is
call the vendor of the equipment and ask them if they will sell it in $200 pieces. When the parts come in,
we put them together. One vendor suggested that he bill it in $200 lots, but ship it assembled. Bill was in
hog heaven. Suddenly we had multiple pieces of equipment in the labs without paperwork. The bean
counters were astonished.”
“How does he treat the people who work for him?” Ray asked.
“Like members of his family.”
Inside the lab, I copied the current data on the latest group of conformal coating test circuits. I
collected readings from the night crew and carried them to my desk to record in a bound book required by
the Navy and Air Force. As I put the books away, I spotted Stevens in his office. On the way in, I spoke
to his secretary, “Hi, Cindy, I need to see Bill.”
“Hi, John, go on in,” she said.
Stevens looked up as I entered.
“Morning, John.”
“Good morning, Bill. Here are the latest test results.”
”Did you know that Cindy and her friend have found a way to park in the VIP lot?”
“You’re kidding.”
I filled him in on the parking lot episode. He laughed so hard that Cindy came in and asked what
was up.
“Private joke,” he said.
When she left, he said, “Keep watching. We’ll figure it out sooner or later.”
“Cindy has nice legs, especially in a mini skirt,” I said.
“You think that’s it?”
“Could be.”
On the way out, Cindy stopped me and asked, “You were behind me this morning?”
“Yes.”
“What did the guard tell you?”
“That you were Mr. Stevens’ secretary.”
“Does Bill know?”
“He does now.”
“Is he mad?”
“Nah, he’s delighted that someone figured out a way to beat the system. He’s trying to figure out
how you did it.”
“I’ll tell him.”
“Don’t do that, you’ll spoil his fun. He likes mysteries.”
Back at my desk, I thought about the complex badge system used in the large aerospace firm. My
badge was green, for engineering. Bill Stevens had a silver badge for middle management. John Buttery
had a split gold and silver badge for senior management. To get into the VIP parking lot required a gold
badge or three people sharing a ride.
Three loud explosions rolled across the roof, shaking the building. Flaming debris and pieces of
the suspended ceiling rained down. I dove to the floor under my desk. I waited for the next explosion,
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but all was quiet. Small fires sprang up on our level. We grabbed fire extinguishers and began to put out
the fires. The smell of fuel oil was strong. Perhaps an oil-fired furnace has exploded. Most of the
devastation was behind me. I grabbed all the data on my desk and hurried into the lab.
The emergency generators for the lab area were running. The lab techs stood around in shock. I
got their attention and we gathered up all the data, put it in the fireproof safe, and locked it.
“Evacuate the building. Take the back exit. Come on, let’s go!” I said.
Back in the open area, everyone headed for the stairs. Water poured down from the ceiling. It
was cascading down the stairway like a waterfall.
Outside the building, people milled around. Local emergency responders came by and ordered us
to evacuate the area, using our personal transportation.
Ray was already waiting beside my car. He was wet from the waist down. We got in the car, I
started it, and I handed Ray my topcoat.
“Here, wrap this around you while the car is warming up.”
His teeth were chattering so hard, he could not talk. While we waited for traffic to clear, I
cranked the car heater all the way up. Light rain fell and froze to the ground. The heater finally kicked
in, melting the ice on the windows. Ray’s shivering began to subside.
“Do you know what happened?” he asked.
“No. Do you?”
“Pipe fitters working on the roof said a plane crashed into the building.”
“Couldn’t have been an F-4, or an airliner, either of them would have broken into our bay,” I said.
“I heard it was a small, single engine two-seated jet fighter. No one got out.”
“Two astronauts were flying up today for a meeting. They fly T-38’s. Could have been them.
They were at least a mile south of the approach path. Something was wrong. Test pilots would never be
that far off,” I said.
“Guess we’ll hear more tomorrow.”
The highway department had the roads cleared of ice. I dropped Ray off at his house and drove
home. I felt bone tired.
“Is that you, John?” Sara called from the kitchen as I came in the door. “What are you doing
home so early?”
“A small jet trainer crashed into my building.”
“Was anyone hurt?”
“I heard that the two pilots were killed, but as far as I know no one else.”
She walked into the living room.
“You’re all wet.”
“Yeah, I think my shoes are ruined. Water poured into the building. Good thing, it could have
burned. There were a few small fires in our bay which we put out with fire extinguishers.”
I squished down the hall toward our bedroom.
“I’ll get cleaned up.”
Sara followed and stood watching me change, looking worried.
“Do you think you’ll be off work?”
“Nah, the labs weren’t damaged. They’ll just move our desks to another bay in the same
building.”
“Has there been anything about this on TV?”
“Haven’t watched it, nothing on but soaps.”
Later, personnel called and told me to report to Building 96.
There was only a short segment about the day’s events on the afternoon news with few details. I
leaned back in my recliner and immediately fell asleep. The school bus, braking in front of the house,
jolted me awake. The kids were out early because of the freezing rain. I could not believe how exhausted
I felt.
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The next morning, our department was gathering in a conference room of Building 96. Everyone
sat stone-faced, nursing coffee. As I entered, Bill Stevens spoke, “Hi John. Have all of your tests been
stopped?”
“No, we have back-up generators, but we’ll need to take data today.”
“Did you get back into your lab before we left?”
“Yeah, all the generators kicked on. I believe they are set up for automatic refueling. The initial
tanks are good for 48 hours. I locked the data in the safe.”
“Your top-secret safe?” He was referring to the safe required by the Defense Department for
locking away top-secret documents. I had top-secret clearance, retained from my stint in the Air Force. I
was responsible for all top-secret documents and kept them locked in the safe and had authority above my
department manager regarding the documents. I was the only one who knew the combination. They
always called it my safe. It was a sticky point with my bosses.
“That’s the one.”
“Okay,” Stevens said. “Where are the techs?”
Two people raised their hands. I looked around the room.
“Where is Sam Wu?” I asked.
“He didn’t have a ride today,” Bill said. “Go ahead, send the techs to building 101, and come
back for the briefing. Call Sam when you get there.”
As I returned, Buttery, our department manager, was introducing an FBI agent named Bradley
Koch. Bradley stood up and introduced himself again.
“I’m Special Agent Bradley Koch. As most of you know, a T-38 trainer flown by two Apollo 9
Astronauts crashed into Building 101 yesterday, killing both astronauts. They were attempting an
instrument approach into St. Louis. They were arriving here to inspect the Apollo 9 Spacecraft. At
present, the FBI and NASA are conducting a parallel investigation. At this point, there are no indications
pointing to anything other than a tragic accident. When we are convinced that it was an accident, NASA
will complete the investigation, and the FBI will assume a support role. We will be conducting
interviews with people who were inside the building to gather information. I hope all of you will
cooperate fully.” He sat down and Buttery closed the meeting.
At the lab in Building 101, I made sure the two techs were making progress. I looked at the
printed map given out at the meeting showing the location of my new desk. I followed the map to the
next bay south and found it. It was my old desk, cinders and all, with my waste can and chair on top of
the pile. I cleaned everything off and noticed my phone blinking. I had voice messages. I listened, took
notes, called to set up the generator refueling and remembered to call Sam.
“You’re to report back to Building 101 tomorrow, to the lab, same as always,” I said.
“Okay.”
“Any thoughts about what happened?”
“No,” he said.
I thought about the lab techs, Tony Shaw and Roy Gordon. They were polar opposites. Tony
was outgoing and cheerful. Roy was quieter but complained a lot, mostly about low pay and too
much work. They worked well together. Most of the time, I gave them assignments and got out of the
way.
We functioned as an aerospace research department. Our focal point was four labs at the north
end of Building 101. One lab investigated ways to make layered printed circuit boards, another metal
fatigue, and the last one looked at digital memory and thin film silicon circuitry. Mine focused on nonmetallic materials.
That afternoon, Koch walked up and sat down in the chair by my desk.
“I would like to ask you a few questions,” he said.
I nodded.
He opened his briefcase, took out a folder, and put it on my desk. My military
records were on top.
“Military?” he said.
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I nodded.
“Pilot?”
“Yes.”
He took a long breath.
“I started with you because of the pilot thing.”
“Oh?”
“I need your help. I don’t know what to ask, or know what instrument approach means. NASA
is not cooperating; they just want me to go away.”
“That bad?” I asked.
“I’m afraid so. What’s an ILS?”
“ILS means instrument landing system. It’s a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter shoots a
beam upward into the landing path. The plane’s receiver receives the beam. The pilot watches an
instrument and flies the plane along the beam.”
“What would you look at first?”
I thought for a minute.
“The first thing I would do is listen to the tapes of the conversations between the airplane, the
approach controller, and the tower.”
He picked up his papers and briefcase.
“Follow me.”
We headed toward his dark blue Plymouth, parked in the VIP parking lot. He got in, picked up a
mic and talked to someone on the other end, then turned toward me.
“Do you know where the 94th Aero Squadron is?”
I gave him directions.
When we arrived, an airport security vehicle waited. They turned on their emergency lights and
led us straight across the airport to the tower. We parked in their VIP parking lot and they led us to a
small conference room. Three people waited, one holding a tape machine.
“Is that the tape between the airplane and the controllers?” The supervisor looked at agent Koch.
“He’s assisting me.”
The supervisor stared at me for a moment.
“Play it, please.”
We listened twice without comment.
“There were two aircraft?” I asked.
“Yes. The second one returned to NASA.”
“Did you check the ILS transmitter?” I asked.
Three heads nodded in unison.
“It was okay?”
“Yes,” the supervisor answered.
“It was not an accident,” I said.
“Why do you say that?” Koch asked.
“Because both aircraft followed the same precise flight path, a false one, and the transmitter
was working. The receivers on both planes wouldn’t have failed at the same time.”
I looked at the approach controller. “Good thing you had them in wide trail. Both could have
crashed.”
He nodded.
“Captain Anderson?”
“Yes?” I said.
“I worked in the radar approach control at Great Falls. I was the controller when you made
that 0/0 approach at night in a snow storm.”
“I always wanted to thank the controller who saved my bacon that night. Thanks.”
“You picked the right man to assist you,” he told Koch. “He was one of the best pilots I ever
worked with.”
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I squirmed as Koch stared at me and said, “Is that right?”
The truck escorted us all the way back to the VIP parking lot. Koch looked over at me, “0/0 at
night in a snow storm?”
“Just pilot talk,” Koch smiled and said.
“I have your records, remember? And I’m a trained investigator.”
“Oh.”
When we drove into the VIP parking lot, the guard didn’t move from his shack. I was beginning
to enjoy VIP parking.”
Back inside Building 101, we headed toward my desk. I stopped at the coffee machines, got two
coffees and handed one to Koch. Ray hovered nearby. He looked at Koch with a question. I introduced
them.
“I have something to show you,” Ray said as he walked away.
We followed him to the bay where the plane had crashed. He climbed a ladder and we followed.
He pointed to some electrical apparatus mounted on one of the ceiling beams.
“Uh-oh.” I could see the crease in the roof where the plane slid across. It went right across
where the transmitter was mounted.
“What is it?” Koch asked.
“An ILS transmitter that was stored in our lab.”
“Is it on?”
“No. The pilot light is out. It’s plugged into the building power, which went off when the plane
hit the building.”
“Okay. Stay here and watch it; I’ll call in our technical crew.”
Koch stepped away, took a small radio off his belt, and spoke into it. He walked back over and
asked Ray to keep watching the transmitter.
“We also had a programmer and a remote control,” I said.
“Let’s go look for it.”
I looked through the storage cabinets in the lab but didn’t find them.
His crew appeared and took the transmitter. They also searched the lab but couldn’t find the
transmitter or remote control. They left. Things began to return to normal.
Two days later, Koch walked up to my desk and sat down. I waited.
“Why did you have an ILS transmitter in your lab?”
“We worked on the packaging. It had to be waterproof. We encased the transmitter in plastic to
waterproof it.”
Koch nodded.
“We exposed it to a temperature humidity test like the one we are using on the circuit boards. I
suppose the engineer who designed it forgot to pick it up. I didn’t remember it was still in the lab until I
saw it fastened to the roof beams.”
“Who has a key to the lab?”
“I have one; the lab techs and Sam Wu have keys.”
“Wu isn’t a lab tech? What’s his relationship to the lab?”
“Sam is here on a fellowship. He has a master’s degree in physics from UCLA. He’s working on
a lab experiment for his PhD dissertation. He draws a regular salary, and we support his experimental
work on something called Maxwell’s Demon.”
“Maxwell’s Demon?”
“James Clerk Maxwell, a Scottish physicist in the eighteen hundreds. You probably remember
Maxwell’s Mesh Equations from your beginning physics class.”
“Yeah, just vaguely.”
“According to Sam, Maxwell visualized two boxes connected by a valve. Since air molecules in
a medium at rest move at different speeds, Maxwell theorized that if he could fashion a valve to allow the
fast molecules to end up in one box and the slow ones in the other, the boxes would change temperatures.
He invented an imaginary demon to operate the valve. Sam claims that Maxwell made up the demon for
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the king’s benefit. Maxwell feared the king would behead him if he offered a technical explanation.
Later, a researcher named Hiltch constructed a tube-like device that when he forced air through it, made
an awful noise, and was able to separate the air molecules and cause part of the tube to heat up and
another part to cool. That was the model Sam constructed and used to gather data for his paper.”
“Who in your lab would have the knowledge to set up the transmitter?” Koch asked.
“Well, I could have planted it, both the lab techs have private pilot certificates, and Sam has been
bitten by the aviation bug and is taking flight instruction. They have a receiver in the lab, which tunes to
aircraft frequencies. They often listen to the tower and approach controllers talk to pilots. The person
who planted the transmitter could have been listening to approach control, used the remote control to
activate it at critical times. No one would have noticed.”
“Were there any fingerprints on the transmitter?”
“Yes, yours, the lab techs’ and Sam Wu’s.”
“Would you be willing to take a polygraph test?” Koch asked.
I thought a minute, “Sure, why not?”
“Come to our office at ten tomorrow morning,” he said and gave me his card with the address on
it.
“Okay, I’ll see you then.”
The next day I went to the FBI local office. An operator attached some electrodes to various
points on my body and asked me questions for about thirty minutes.
“Wait here,” he said and left the room.
A few minutes passed and Koch came in with the operator, who removed the electrodes and left.
“You passed the test. Now I would like to test the other people attached to the lab.”
“You’ll need to speak to them about that.”
“I’m going to ask Sam Wu first. I would like you to sit in, if he agrees,” Koch said.
“I’m not sure that I should do that.”
“We’ll put you in another room. You’ll be able to see and hear without him knowing it.”
“I’ll need to clear it with our legal department,” I said.
“The company lawyer said it would be okay for me to watch if Sam asked me to be present.”
The next day, Sam walked up to my desk and sat down in the chair I kept there.
“What’s up, Sam?” I asked.
“That FBI agent that you’ve been talking to asked me to take a polygraph test. Do you think I
should? ”
“Have you discussed it with a lawyer?” I asked.
“I talked to the company lawyer about it. He said if I have nothing to hide, then taking the test
would cause the FBI to look somewhere else.”
“He’s probably right.”
“Would you go with me to take the test? I need a ride anyway. You could drive me down and
maybe Koch would let you watch.”
“When does he want you to be there?”
“About an hour from now,” he said.
“I’ll let Bill know and meet you at the exit. I don’t think we’ll make it back, so tell your ride I’ll
take you home.”
We walked thru the VIP parking lot to my car; I noticed several empty slots in the VIP lot.
At the FBI building, a young woman escorted Sam to a room where the polygraph operator
waited with his machine, and took me to the room where Koch sat.
“We can see through that window, but he can’t see us,” Koch said.
Koch and I watched in silence as the operator hooked up the machine and asked questions for
about thirty minutes. He told Sam to wait for a few minutes and stepped into the room where we waited.
“He’s telling the truth. I don’t think he knows anything about the plane crash,” he told Koch.
“Okay, un-hook him from the machine.”
“Are you giving him a ride home?” Koch asked me.
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“Yes.”
“Tell him he passed the test. I’m not supposed to tell him that, but there’s no rule that says you
can’t,” Koch said.
“You told me.”
“I needed your help,” Koch answered.
“Okay I’ll let him know.”
In the car on the way to Sam’s apartment, he asked, “Do you know what Koch decided?”
“You passed the test. I don’t think you’ll hear any more from him.”
“That’s good news. Now I can get back to my dissertation.”
“How’s that going?” I asked.
“It’s moving right along. I’m on my second edit, and my advisor is very positive about it.
“We’ll be losing you soon then?” I asked.
“About another two months, I think.”
“Well, we’ll miss you.”
Two days later, Koch was at my desk again. “When Sam Wu passed the polygraph, I asked Shaw
and Gorton to take the test,” he said.
“How did that turn out?”
“Shaw’s uncle is a lawyer. He’s representing both of them, and they refused. I’ll keep digging,”
he said.
The next few days passed without incident. A week later, however, one of the techs, Roy
Gordon, didn’t show up or call in. I had to assume his workload. I was busy recording data when Koch
appeared. He placed a clear plastic bag on my desk. It contained the small test set and the remote control
for the transmitter.
“Guess where we found this?” he asked.
“Roy Gordon,” I said.
“How did you know?”
“He didn’t come to work today.”
“We had bank and credit history of everyone remotely connected with the space program. When
your friend Ray found the transmitter and you identified it, we concentrated on people in your lab. We
looked closely at Sam Wu because of his nationality. Actually, he’s a native-born American. When he
passed the polygraph test, we concentrated on the two techs. Gordon was heavily in debt, and a large
deposit appeared in his account about two months ago. We put a tail on him and he met a Russian
national who gave him a bundle of cash. They’re both under arrest. Gordon made a full confession.”
“So your job is finished?” I said.
“Almost, but I have a question for you.”
“Uh-oh,” I said.
“When the two planes went around on the first approach, the second pilot didn’t know to abort
until the controllers told him. On the second try, he aborted without the controllers saying anything.
Why?”
“Code words,” I said.
“What code words?”
“What the first pilot said just before he hit the building.”
“Aw, s_ _t?”
“Those two words, that’s what all pilots say just before they auger in.”
He stuck out his hand.
“Thanks for everything. If you ever want a new career, we could use you.”
“Do you have a VIP parking lot?”
Koch smiled. “Nah, we park in a public parking garage about two blocks from our building.”
“No thanks, I’ll stick with my job here,” I said.
He picked up his package and left. I finished recording data and dreamed about parking in the
VIP parking lot.
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Making a Difference in Adult Students’ Lives:
Teaching at a Regional Learning Center1
(A devotional message)
John J. Han
Scripture Reading
Our scripture reading today comes from Genesis 40:14, 23 and from John 13:12-15. Genesis
40:14 and 23 read,
Joseph said to him [the chief cupbearer], “But when all goes well with you, remember me and
show me kindness; mention me to Pharaoh and get me out of th
is prison.” The chief cupbearer, however, did not remember Joseph; he forgot him. (NIV)
The setting of this passage is an Egyptian prison. Pharaoh’s chief butler—chief cupbearer—had a dream,
and Joseph interprets that the chief butler will soon be released from prison. Then, Joseph asks the chief
butler to help him by pleading his case before Pharaoh. Unfortunately, once released, the chief butler
completely forgets about Joseph.
John 13:12-15 is part of the last supper narrative during which Jesus washes his disciples’ feet:
When he had washed their feet and put on his outer garments and resumed his place, he said to
them, “Do you understand what I have done to you? You call me Teacher and Lord, and you are
right, for so I am. If I then, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to
wash one another’s feet. For I have given you an example, that you also should do just as I have
done to you. (ESV)
This passage embodies the Christian virtue of servant leadership: true leaders are those who serve others
in need instead of lording it over, dismissing, or scorning them. This passage demonstrates that faith
should bear fruit in the form of service not only to God but also to others, who are made in the image of
God. Giving commands can satisfy our egos, but serving others with loving-kindness fills our hearts with
joy.

My Rural Roots
As a full-time faculty member on the main campus, I have taught ENGL 203 World Literary
Types—a sophomore-level general education course—at Regional Learning Centers for more than ten
years. As an extension instructor, I have always been guided by the two Bible passages above. The first
one reminds me that I should not forget my humble roots. There is a Korean saying that goes, “A frog
should not forget the days when it used to be a tadpole.” When people from humble beginnings become
successful in life, they can easily forget about their roots. Among my native villagers in South Korea, I
am known as “a snake-turned-dragon”—someone who came from the most humble background but
climbed to the top of their profession. Whenever I visit my ancestral village and the surrounding areas, I
encounter people who wonder how a country boy like me could have earned a Ph.D. in English and teach
at an American university.
Although intelligent, my father was unable to finish elementary school due to poverty. Through
hard work, he elevated himself to the level of the middle class and by his early thirties, he owned a sizable
amount of land, and was able to hire sharecroppers and a male servant, who happened to room with me
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for a few years. My mother never went to school. (When my parents were young, most girls in rural areas
never went to school.) Through my parents, I learned the virtue of hard work and self-reliance. They
worked in the rice and barley fields from predawn to late evening. They did not believe in borrowing
money from anyone; instead, they lent money to their relatives, some of whom never paid off their debts.
I have worked tremendously hard to reach where I am today, and, frankly, being called “a snaketurned-dragon” sounds pleasing to the ear. However, all of the blessings in my life have been thanks to
the grace of God. My rural background has also taught me to be humble, appreciative of all the gifts in
life, and to help those who come from rural or small town backgrounds. I have never forgotten my
modest roots, and I have never forgotten some of my elementary classmates who did not attend middle
school because they could not afford to pay a nominal fee for admission. Whenever I think about those
less fortunate classmates and those who could never exceed middle school education, I feel humbled and
almost feel guilty about my success in life. I came to America in 1988 as an international graduate
student and became a naturalized U.S. citizen in 2008. America has become my home, I cannot go back
to my roots, so I strive to serve extension students through mentoring, encouragement, and guidance so
that they can lay the groundwork for their lifelong dreams. God laid the desire to help extension students
on my heart, and I am following his lead.

What Are Extension Students Like, and How Can Instructors Help Them Succeed?
Most extension students are full-time workers who pursue their dreams for a better life through
nightly education. They are car dealers, cashiers, medical technicians, substitute teachers, bank tellers,
police officers, probation officers, accountants, paralegals, farmers, and military veterans who have
returned from Iraq, Afghanistan, or other war-torn countries. They typically have spouses and children,
and they look tired by 9:00 p.m.; some of them have blood-shot eyes when the evening deepens.
Therefore, it is highly important for instructors to set the goals clearly, to have clear lesson plans, and not
to waste class time. When students feel that the instructor rambles on, gets off topic, talks about their
personal lives that seem to have no bearing on the subject, they may become upset and wonder whether
they are wasting their hard-earned money.
Unlike their main campus counterparts, extension students tend to be bottom-line thinkers. They
want clarity in everything—they want to know what they should do to complete the course, and what they
should do to get a good grade. Therefore, it is important to provide all necessary information in the
syllabus and make sure that they understand what they are expected to do to finish the course. In addition
to providing a detailed syllabus, it is desirable to remind students of the due dates and exam dates
repeatedly. In our lives, all of us need—and appreciate—reminders from time to time. Students are no
exception.
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Map of South Korea (Source: CIA). My native county is located 33 miles north of Mokpo—the
birthplace of my wife of 32 years—along the Yellow Sea (called the West Sea among Koreans).

Overlooking the rice fields where I lived from birth (1956) till the end of my middle school years
(1971), Yeomsan-myeon, Yeonggwang County, South Jeolla Province, South Korea. Photo
taken in May 2014.
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Rice seedlings grow in the place where my childhood home stood until the mid-1980s. My
mother currently lives in the village at the foot of the mountain, where my elementary school—
now defunct—stood. Photo taken in May 2012.

A photo of a framed photo, this is one of three pictures taken during the first fifteen years of my
life. Standing next to me is my female cousin, Jin-sook; standing before me is my younger
brother, Jin-woo. (For their more recent photos, see next page.) I was probably in my 6th or 7th
grade (1968 or 1969), and we are facing my childhood home from about 20 feet away.
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My cousin (on the left) and my aunt (my father’s younger sister) at an eel restauarant, Paju,
Gyeoonggi Province, South Korea, May 2014. My cousin’s husband owns a gas line service
company in Seoul, and my aunt’s husband is a pastor emeritus in Mokpo, South Korea.

A selfie with my younger brother (on the left), May 2012. A former army officer, he now works
as a high-ranking supply chain manager at Hyundai Heavy Industries Co., Ltd., South Korea—
the world’s #1 shipbuilder with 15% of the global market and 40% share of the global large
container ship market.
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Based on my many years’ observation, a small number of extension students are not familiar with
academic protocol. They do not know how to write an academic e-mail and how to improve on their
grades when they are dangerously low. One of my Canvas modules contains a dozen academic writing
resource handouts created by MBU’s Writing Lab. One of them is entitled “Writing Academic E-mails.”
My students are encouraged to read it so that they can learn how to write an e-mail professionally. Some
students do nothing after they have failed to submit their assignments on time. Last semester, I had a
student who was taking the same course for the fourth time. In my class, he did not submit a paper and
did not take an exam. He was clearly in danger of getting an F for his final grade but was doing nothing
about it. When I e-mailed the extension dean to explain his situation, I learned that he was taking the
same course for the fourth time. I explained to the dean that I would give the student an opportunity to
work hard so that he could pass it with at least a D. The student accepted my challenge, wrote ten makeup papers, and passed my course with a D.
Extension students have good intentions and want to succeed, but some of them need
personalized guidance and assistance on the things that are taken for granted by traditional students. One
or two students in class may not know how to create Power Point slides for oral presentation. Students
may create PowerPoint slides but may not know the rules. I have had a student who typed all the words
in capital letters; another student used a dark background on all slides, so it was hard to see the words.
Recently, a student lingered after class, waited until all the other students had left the room, and then
asked me how to make PowerPoint slides. Apparently, she was embarrassed to ask about them in the
presence of other students. I told her that YouTube has many instructional videos on PowerPoint and that
she was welcome to e-mail me her slides in progress for my feedback. She left the classroom feeling
relieved, and I strove to help her with sincerity and respect—not with condescension.
As an instructor of world literature, I also notice that most students today—whether traditional or
nontraditional—have never read any literary work outside a couple of American novels in high school.
Some of them read contemporary popular novels by such commercial novelists as James Patterson,
Nicholas Sparks, and Stephen King. However, most of my students have very little background not only
in global literature but also literature in general. Some of them do not know the difference between
“essay,” which is a nonfiction genre, and “short story,” which is a fictional genre. They think that every
short prose work or even a short poem is a “short story,” which is not the case.
Therefore, it is important for the instructor to know exactly where students stand academically
and teach them at their level. It does not mean dumbing down instruction but making sure that they
understand the instruction. Instead of being dismissive or judgmental, we should try to understand where
our students are coming from, what their personal struggles are, and how we can minister to them without
compromising academic integrity.

The Joy of Teaching Extension Students
I love to interact with, guide, and mentor extension students. I love to drive to the campuses—to
Godfrey, Illinois; to Moscow Mills; and to my preferred place, Jefferson College in Hillsboro. (Driving
on Highway 21 to teach at Jefferson College is such a delightful experience for a nature poet like me.)
Many of those students remind me of my own rural past and of my younger years as I was struggling to
get ahead in life. Teaching extension students rewards me as I observe their hard work and their
academic growth. I tell them that earning a bachelor’s degree is a huge step toward a successful and
fulfilling life.
One of the dominant themes of many American slave narratives is the importance of literacy.
Frederick Douglass’s autobiography Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave,
which first came out in 1845, includes an intriguing episode. As a young boy, Frederick learned that
knowledge is power. His masters did not want him to learn to read and write, because a literate slave
would eventually rebel against them and against slavery. When Mrs. Auld—initially a kind woman—
stopped teaching him how to read under pressure from her husband, he bribed some white boys in his
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neighborhood with bread so that they could teach him to read. Eventually, Frederick became an eloquent
writer, orator, and abolitionist. Our extension students are not exactly bribing us with bread. They are
paying for their education, and they have been entrusted to us by God for a reason. We should dream,
struggle, and triumph along with them.

Note
1

This devotional message was delivered at the faculty meeting and workshop for Missouri Baptist
University’s Arnold, Jefferson, and Farmington Regional Learning Center, Jefferson College, Hillsboro,
MO, 16 Jan. 2016. The same message was presented to the MBU faculty at Lewis and Clark Community
College, Godfrey, IL, 8 March 2016. I thank Dr. Amber Henry and Dr. Loftin Woodiel, the RLC deans,
for the invitations to address the faculty.

Grace E. White, “Sunset, August A. Busch Conservation Area, MO”
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_________________________________________

On Writing
Creatively

This pine tree by the rock
must have its memories too:
after a thousand years,
see how its branches
lean towards the ground.
*
Although there is
not one moment
without longing,
still, how strange
this autumn twilight is.
*
Seeing the moonlight
spilling down
through these trees,
my heart fills to the brim
with autumn.
—Ono no Komachi (小野 小町, 9th century). Translated from the Japanese by Jane Harshfield
with Mariko Aratani (The Ink Dark Moon. New York: Vintage, 1990).
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Stars between the Stars: Re-Reading Books of Haiku
Ben Moeller-Gaa
It’s January 2, 2016, and I have just finished reading Haiku in English: The First Hundred Years,
an anthology put together by Jim Kacian, Philip Rowland, and Allan Burns, which is published by the
esteemed literary anthology company, W. W. Norton and Company. It is the third time that I’ve read
through this anthology, cover to cover, 800 haiku in all. And it is as this moment that I am taking time to
ponder “Why did I do that?” It’s a good question, one that I get asked when I tell people that I tend to reread these big haiku books over and over again, year after year. It seems crazy. It seems like a lot of
work. And the short answer is an obvious one: I love haiku. But, like a good haiku, there is always more
to it.
You see, the first time through any book, there is the joy of discovery. And with haiku, there’s so
much to take in! The above-mentioned anthology alone has 800 haiku in it. Eight hundred of anything is
a lot to take in at once. When I first tackle any book like this, I go in armed with my pen to mark those
poems I like and make comments on ones I really like. I also often Tweet those poems that seem ultrarelevant to the moment at hand, and write my own haiku inspired by what I’ve just read. It’s a process
getting through that first pass of the book. I learn so much, see so many new tricks, and love revisiting
haiku and their poets that I’ve seen before in other journals and anthologies. And when I’m done, I put
the book on the bookshelf and get excited thinking about the next time I will read it. Because there is
always a next time.
The second, third, fifth, sixth time through a book like this, I am always amazed at the number of
poems that I mark again as favorites. I put a single line next to the ones I like and after multiple readings,
these lines act like tree rings that show me how many passes through the book I’ve made. In the case of
Haiku in English: The First Hundred Years, there are a number of poems that have three marks by them.
This means that each and every time I’ve picked up the book and read through it, these haiku spoke to me.
There is something about them that, no matter what time of year, time of day, or time of life I might find
myself in, they always hit it out of the park. Take this haiku from John Stevenson on page 166:
a deep gorge…
some of the silence
is me
Fantastic! I can’t tell you what went through my head the first two passes through the book, but this third
time the haiku conjures up images of Waimea Canyon in Kauai, the Garden Island of Hawaii. My wife
and I spent a week on the island this past October to celebrate our ten-year wedding anniversary.
Standing at the top of that canyon, or gorge, takes your breath away. Some of the silence I experienced
taking in the “Grand Canyon of the Pacific” was most certainly me.
Here is another haiku that has three marks. It is from Lorin Ford on page 277:
distant thunder
the future
in my bones
Again, fantastic! And, again, I can’t tell you what I thought about the first two passes through, but this
time I am reflecting on our most recent severe weather in St. Louis. Several days of constant rain caused
flooding here in December of 2015 that rivaled the Great Flood of 1993, which I recall quite well. I’m
pulled into the poem seeing how history repeated itself, and feel the possibilities of repetition again in the
future. And speaking of futures, I am staring down my 40th birthday in a month. That date on the
calendar feels like distant thunder to me of what my future will bring.
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What is also really fun about re-reading is coming across haiku that spoke to me previously but,
for whatever reason, didn’t speak to me this time around. I can’t tell you why they didn’t move me.
Perhaps it was the season, the time of day, or something going on in my life at the time that caused the
haiku to ring true to me then, but the combination of these same factors caused me to move by it this time
around. Then there the other haiku that spoke to me this time around that failed to move me in the past.
Here’s an example of a haiku that jumped out at me this third time through. It’s from Susan
Constable on page 284:
rising river
a shadow still wedged
between the rocks
This one, I’m sure, sticks out at me more this time because of the recent flooding mentioned above. I
predict that it will likely continue to call to me moving forward based on the experiences of the flood as I
spent time down by the river watching it rise, taking pictures, and trying to take it all in. I can’t wait to
pour through the book again later this year to see if that holds true.
But there is more to re-reading haiku books than discovering a new haiku and/or falling in love
with a poem all over again. Reading and re-reading helps me to write my own haiku. I rarely ever start a
writing session without a book in hand to read. Reading helps me to slow down my mind and get into a
good haiku headspace. It plugs me into the conversation of letters, and soon I find myself off and
running. Sometimes a line will jump out at me and inspire a new haiku or I’ll see a technique being used
that allows me to figure out how to write a haiku which I’ve been struggling with.
Here’s an example of a haiku that had a line that inspired a haiku of mine from my second
reading of this book. It’s from Patricia Donegan on page 119:
spring wind—
i too
am dust
I really liked the pause of “i too” and how it connects the human of the poem to the wind and to the
mortality of everything. My haiku, which was published in A Hundred Gourds 4:4, is as follows:
young koi
i, too, once
had fins
I could go on and on here with many more examples, and that’s part of the point. Through
reading and then re-reading, I am always enriching my life and enhancing my skills as a haiku poet. I
also am staying connected to the conversation of letters among all these poets who have come before me
and are writing around me. Being connected to the poems and the poets and stepping into the moments
they’ve captured keeps me connected to myself, my own work, and to the world around me. As I put
Haiku in English: The First Hundred Years back onto my bookshelf amid the others that I re-read every
year, I touch its spine and smile at the anticipation of my next time through. What time of year will it be?
What will be going on in my life then? And what haiku are in me that have yet to be written? Who
knows?
With that, I’d like to close with this three-time favorite from Paul M. from page 219:
deep winter
stars between the stars
I know
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Eradicating the Lines between Academic and Creative Writing
Brook Biggs
Introduction
Teaching writing in the university or college classroom can be a daunting task when faced, on the
first day of a new semester, by a classroom full of students who, inevitably, expect you to know more
than they or, at the very least, to make the art of writing on a scholarly level both attainable and passable
to them. These students will be from a varied background with a varied level of writing experience to
begin them on a path of academic writing. There will undoubtedly be those few students who have an
amazing grasp of what academic and scholarly writing is and they will soar through the years and classes
ahead of them. There will also, however, most assuredly be a large majority who cross the threshold of
your classroom with little to no experience or grasp of what exactly college level writing requires. These
will be the ones who will time and time again, fix their woeful eyes upon you as they turn in papers, their
body language portraying their disinterest, their boredom, or their complete lack of comprehension of
what it is exactly that is required of them. These students will be the challenge of every composition
teacher. These students will pull out the best or the worst in both themselves and in us. With so many
voices clamoring for direction, so many hidden talents laid out before us, and with limited time each
semester to make a difference that will sustain the students through their college careers, the question of
how to begin teaching the craft of academic writing—of where to begin—becomes the all-consuming
goal. Perhaps there will come a student and a time when we even begin to question whether or not
writing can be taught to everyone.

Literature Review on the Creativity of Academic Writing
Encouraging students to explore their ability to write academically through their own creativity is
not a new idea. Indeed, it is something that has been circled around and suggested by many scholars and
academics. In his book Uptaught, Ken Macrorie writes of the stifling manner in which professors teach
their students: inviting them in to use their own creativity and then, when the moment of writing actually
comes, the professors and instructors put a stop to the creativity with dictatorship like rules and
guidelines. Gerald Graff and Cathy Birkenstein, in They Say/I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic
Writing, devote much time discussing the importance of not leaving one’s self behind when it comes to
academic writing. Somehow the academic has been placed on a pedestal that towers over and daunts the
modern student when, in fact, the academic should blend with the everyday creativity of the daily voice.
Graff and Birkenstein say, “[I]t is a mistake to assume that the academic and the everyday are completely
separate languages that can never be used together” (pg. 122). Keeping in mind that the students coming
through the doors of the Comp classroom today have been brought up in an era of technology, shorter
novels and easier novels, is important when approaching the method for teaching writing. A modern
approach is a good place to begin. There are many pedagogies available to study when it comes to
teaching writing but two, in particular, have grasped the concept of the “modern student” and they are
New Media and Genre Theory. In “New Media Pedagogy,” Collin Gifford Brooke states, “Our students
will be responsive to their technological moment, and as teachers we had best be prepared to join them in
that moment” (Brooke, pg.178).1 If it seems odd that I make reference to a quote regarding technology, it
is only because I wish to emphasize the importance of keeping pace with our students. They are from a
more modern era than ours as we are from the ones before us; it is vital to the teaching of students that we
are aware of the things that have sparked their creativity growing up. This plays into the blending of
1

From the chapter “New Media” found in the book A Guide to Composition Studies.
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creativity and Genre Theory. Limiting a student to textbooks and workbooks that are dry and lifeless, or
written by someone long since dead, and expecting to foster creativity in the modern student is a battle
that will less than likely be won. It is important that teachers, while still maintaining the higher level of
academia a college is known for, also recognize the student’s need for the modern that will compel them
and propel them. Speaking of Genre Pedagogies, Amy J. Devitt, in A Guide to Composition Pedagogies,
states, “The challenge for all writing teachers is to use existing genres without reinforcing a rigid—or
worse yet, inaccurate—formula for writing” (pg.151). In one statement, Amy Devitt says quite
eloquently what I will be attempting to expound on throughout this paper. Creativity is in the minds of
our students and it is our job to make them blossom and not wilt that creativity. Placing limits upon the
students and insisting on a certain way to write will only produce students who in turn produce dry papers
with no real interest or audience. The idea of the creative and the academic blending is not a new idea.
By no means should one ever cancel the other out. David Radavich backed up the importance of creative
writing in his article “Creative Writing in the Academy” when he said, “[C]reative writing programs have
generated enormous student interest, with healthy enrollments and financial imperatives to match.” The
fact that creative writing has driven up enrollment speaks to the student’s desire to be allowed to
creatively use their own voice in the academic world.

Capturing Their Interest
The problem I encountered time and time again during my undergraduate years is that there were
predominantly two types of writing teachers: there were the ones that believed in everyone but did not
bother stopping long enough to examine what it was they believed in, and then there were the ones who
monotonously trudged through each class with little to no interaction with the silent students, instead
focusing on the outgoing, confident students. The problem with the teachers I encountered is that they
both were attempting to teach students the “Way” to write an academic paper. The “how” was there, but
it was such a sad and weak undercurrent against the raging river of information from past great scholarly
minds that it was all but lost and certainly not useful to the students who needed it most.
Students come to us, more often than not, fresh from high school where the very most in writing
they have ever been required to do is a three to five paragraph structured paper. According to the Core
Standards website in which the Common Core method of teaching writing is explained, there is even a
section that announces, “Focus on Results, Not Means.” This is a horrifying and appalling idea. How
can the means of getting the results be so blatantly ignored when it is within those very means that the
heart of the student behind the paper lies? Those papers they were required to write from time to time
already gave them the how of formatting in writing. They have learned to structure and they have learned
to state their intent in the beginning of their paper. They have even, according to the website, been taught
to focus on the end result. And so we have students who are focused on a way to get to an end result but
they have never been taught that the “how” is vital to the writing process. They have not been
encouraged to find their own voice or taught that their creativity is what will make their papers successful
and appealing. I could, in turn, build off of that and go on to say that if the means are not important, why
should the student believe that what they think is important? This is not to say that I disagree with the
value of emphasizing the importance of a thesis statement as well as a body and a clear conclusion, or that
the end result is not important, but this is to say that they have already learned, for all intents and
purposes, the “Way.” It is not, or at least, it should not, be our job as teachers to give them the way again,
in all its repetitious glory. Ensure the students still recall the three to five paragraph structure and then
move on—it is time to concentrate on the heart of writing, be it fiction, nonfiction, or academic and
scholarly. Move on to the heart of all writing: The Imagination.
I have had it argued with me that “not everyone has a huge imagination,” and that may very well
be the truth but the other truth that we can often overlook when teaching writing is that of interest. It only
takes one area of interest to spark the imagination that begins to ask questions. We need to capture our
students’ interest and, when we send them out into the remainder of the college world, we need to have
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taught them how to capture their own interest in order to write academically. So how can we do this?
Academic writing can be boring and that is sometimes just part of the job. Right? Wrong. Academic
writing becomes a drudgery when we take away the student’s choice and voice wherein the most creative
part of a paper is found. Ken Macrorie explores this very thing in his work The I-Search Paper. In her
review of his work, Susan Belasco Smith writes, “Macrorie suggests that students have been traditionally
taught only about ‘the Others and their achievements’ (13) at the expense of the student’s own
experience,” and that teachers haven’t “encouraged or allowed students to bring themselves…into the
act…” (13) (Smith). If we continue to insist on rigid structure and control and that the students adhere to
our voice rather than their own, then it is no wonder that students will find academic writing to be dull
and uninteresting and something only to do because they have to.
If we show disinterest and boredom in the very thing we intend to teach to our students, how can
we expect to garner their interest; the answer is we cannot. I propose that the very first step in pulling out
the writer in everyone is to break down the walls that separate Academic Writing (AW) from Creative
Writing (CW) and realize once and for all that all writing is creative. All writing requires the use of
imagination on some level short of writing a report or factual article. Even that is arguable as it does take
some imagination to write through the eyes of other people. Shelley Stagg Peterson addresses this very
problem in her article “Award Winning Authors and Illustrators Talk about Writing and Teaching
Writing” when she addresses the heart of writing anything: “Whether the writing is an opinion piece in a
newspaper, a personal narrative, or an essay, it should come from the writers’ interest and desire to stir
readers to act, think or feel something” (Peterson). If the imagination and interest of a student is not
sparked then the result that comes out in the form of a paper, regardless of the way in which they write it,
will be dull, listless and certainly questionable on an academic level. This is one of many reasons why
the distinction between AW and CW can prove to do more harm than good in teaching writers.
One of the important things for a teacher to instill in their students is confidence—confidence in
their own abilities. Considering the idea that all writing is creative, it actually creates a downward spiral
in confidence when we tell students that AW is different from CW. David Radavich suggested that
“…creative writers themselves become more academic…situating themselves at educational institutions”
(Radavich). He goes on to explain how this is possible by stating that the students who have learned to
write creatively go on to excel in writing for the academic world because they have been taught and
allowed to use their own creativity which speaks to the newer generations of students. By drawing a line
between AW and CW we suggest to students that their creativity is unnecessary to their accomplishment
in the field of writing for the academy, or college, level. When we insinuate this to students, we also
insinuate that their creativity should be put aside or that it is not as important as what we write and this is
an effective way to smother any burgeoning interest they may have been developing.
At this early point, I can see how it would be easy to assume that I am suggesting we throw out
academia when teaching writing. On the contrary, I am suggesting that we stop labeling and start
sparking. Before college, the most daunting thing a student ever had to write might have been a one-totwo-page report on the likes such as A Streetcar Named Desire. To assume that just because these dewyeyed students are in college and must therefore be indoctrinated with the driest texts possible if we wish
to propel them to academic greatness is a major fault on our part. I advise that we find out what it is our
students are interested in, first. We cannot truly expect that their interests, simply because they are in
college, will automatically be geared towards the college textbook. After all, they will encounter more
than enough of that in their non-writing related courses. Composition I and II should be geared toward
teaching the student the best way, their best way, to find interest in even the smallest things that they may
have originally found uninteresting. If they are uninterested then that will come through in their papers.
I once helped a young woman with a paper that was due in her Psychology class. Short of me
writing the paper for her, it seemed she had little to no desire or interest to write anything based on her
required reading, which I admit, was exceptionally dull albeit informative. Coming to the end of my
patience, I told her to give me the book and come back the next day. That night I proceeded to go through
the Table of Contents and read each chapter name until I found one whose title slightly caught my
attention. From there, I began reading through the chapter. When I found a sentence or paragraph that
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made me raise my eyebrows, I underlined it. An idea began to form in my head. The next day, the young
lady came back to see me and I told her to pick a chapter that didn’t look mind-blurringly dull to her.
From there, I asked her to read the chapter and do as I had done. When finished, I began to draw out her
interest. Why had that title caught her attention? What about the sentences she underlined made her pick
them out? Did any of the ones she picked have anything in common? Could they be tied together? Did
she agree or disagree? For each question I posed to her I made her write down her answers in a list
format. Within a matter of hours she had several pages filled. Without even realizing it, she had begun to
think critically. Her mind had begun to analyze the text before her based solely on her own interests.
Taking all her questions and answers she was able to produce a paper that earned her a very pleasant
grade and response from her professor.
This young lady was in her third year of college! Why was she struggling to write a paper? She
was taught the proper way to write a paper, sure. She knew how to form a thesis and to structure each
paragraph and she knew how to do proper research. What she had never been taught, however, was that
AW is not about being uncomfortable or bored or drained; AW is about the creativity inside a person that
encourages analytical discourse. In fact, you would be hard pressed to find a published professor whose
paper or book did not include, dominantly, their own voice and ideas supported by others. These
professors that are published and pursue research are inspired by their own need to creatively expound on
and pursue what another has said. This young lady later told me that, after that particular paper, she had
never again been afraid to tackle a subject, regardless of the content, because she knew all she had to do
was find one thing, even the seemingly simplest phrase, that interested her and to open it up. She was
using her own creativity to make more interesting, what another had only made slightly interesting to her.
If there is a line between AW and CW, then I would say I have always considered myself more of
a creative writer than an academic writer. However, I also view academic writing as an extension of my
mind’s creativity. What the young woman I helped didn’t understand at the time and what many teachers
fail to consider when teaching writing, is that we simply need to encourage the creativity in writing while
simultaneously teaching students to look at their creative writing with a scholarly mind. Creative and
emotional factors play an important role in the art of successful writing. Antoniou and Moriarty
discussed this when they wrote “What Can Academic Writers Learn from Creative Writers?” They
wondered if CW could be implemented to teach AW without being hurtful because, in the end, we are
trying to teach our students a new level of professional writing and we do not want that process dragged
down by the personal. In the end, it was determined that CW can only be deemed a useful and helpful
tool in the world of AW as the individual writer’s creativity is what spurs them to ask more, think more,
and discover more in the process of writing. Students who maintained their own voice and creativity,
using the voice of others to back them up, produced papers that connected with students on a personal as
well as academic level.
Creating a line and distancing writers from each other seems a sure way to present writing to
students as elitist, daunting, and something that not everyone is capable of grasping. I argue that anyone
can be taught and ushered in the proper direction of AW if only we utilize the creative and, yes, even the
fictional, to bring out the analytical and critical writers. Will all students who write academically go on to
be published or to even take great pleasure in it? Hardly. To state that would be a mad assumption
indeed. What we can do is give our students the tools they need to struggle less when it comes to writing
papers for college. We can make it so that, should anything hinder their grades, it is not their ability to
piece together a sound academic paper.

Implementing the Creative and the Fiction
First, we need to examine the students. As stated before, the majority are fresh from high school
and they have come to college with visions of grandeur dancing through their mind’s eye. Several weeks
of monotonous droning and eight hundred page textbooks being shoveled down their throat and many
have had their visions cracked and they are out the door. Many stay. Many struggle through, grasping at
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whatever degree requires the least amount of work just so they can claim the title of a college graduate.
Many, but fewer, stay and excel in and after college. Even fewer actually enjoy their classes and
assignments; and the doors of the prestigious higher learning institutions all across America revolve like a
carousal. So what are we doing wrong? Are we wrong? The greats of composition have gone before us
and left behind numerous pedagogical techniques for us to implement and utilize and that will make us
better instructors; and yet I speak to people like my fellow classmate who says losing half her class by the
sixth week is not unusual. I sit in classes and watch students drop before the class has even had a chance
to get interesting. With so many leaving like this, I would venture to state that it is not the students who
are wrong every time.
In the many different pedagogies that have been introduced, written about, and implemented by
writing teachers throughout the years, I have noticed a trend: the pedagogies are evolving to adapt to
current times. The political has been brought into the classroom, the dissolution of the elitist teacher has
been taking place, and even gender neutralism has been implemented as well as the use of modern day
community, media, and culture. A change that has seemed to go unnoticed, however, in all the effort to
implement the modern is that of the readers from whence come the writers. Sixty and seventy years ago,
we were reading classical British, French, and American works of fiction, such as Tom Sawyer and Anne
of Green Gables. But the truth is, it is rare for the young students who cross the threshold today to have
experience with the heavier readings. It is more likely that they will have read books such as Twilight and
Harry Potter. This is okay. This is perfectly fine. There is nothing at all wrong with their choice of
reading because they are reading! Perhaps the only thing that ever caught their mind was a comic book—
even this is not to be pushed aside or sneered at. From any of these, interest has been sparked and the
critical and analytical can be nurtured.
When students come into class, present them with choice. What interests them? What particular
things have they read in their life that just grabbed their attention? By doing this, not only are we telling
the students that we are interested in them but that what is interesting to them is important and can be
used.
Secondly, we need to give the students reign. This may be a hard pill to swallow for the elitist
professor who spent years struggling up the ladder of academia to be in the position of power they are
now in, but, it is necessary. I think often professors forget that they are training, gearing, and guiding
students to becoming independent thinkers and writers and to perhaps someday run a classroom of their
own. In forgetting this, we begin to force students to do as we desire and not to think for themselves. So
give them their heads and their hands.
Take what interests them—be it a comic book, a short story, a poem, or a biography—and
encourage them to examine that particular piece. Ask them why it interests them and why it has stuck in
their mind even long after reading it. To write critically, one must be able to think independently, and to
think independently, one must also be allowed to choose based on their own interests. Don’t be scared to
allow this creative freedom. As Louis Menand pointed out in “Show or Tell,” we are not seeking to
isolate our writing students from the world. By giving them creative freedom, Menand explains, we are
situating out students and their writing into the world that their readers inhabit. They are the current
generation and we are not, though we may like to think we are, and they are better equipped to write as
their peers are interested than we are. They are better equipped to speak to and we are equipped to speak
at.
After we have given credence to the student’s interests and desires, and after we have shown
them to examine their own interests as well as given them free reign to use their voice, the third step is to
guide them in the process of the critical. This is where you (the teacher) gain back some control, but this
is also where you must walk a fine line and avoid cancelling the student’s voice. Here is where the
student begins to think with an academic mind. They have chosen their piece based on what sparks their
mind and now must examine the “why” and “how” of their interest.
This is something they will have to learn to do for all future academic papers they write. This is
analyzing and questioning. So they have expressed an interest in the Angels of modern young adult
literature, for example? Encourage them to discover what it is that makes the Angel alluring. Direct them
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to find what it is that connects them to the Angel, or the Angel to mankind. How else has the Angel been
portrayed in literature that the author they are reading uses in their text? Can they find articles on Angels
or instances in history where the Angel has been written about in a scholarly, or research, method? There
are no set rules of questions we can encourage our students to ask. There is only interest and that is what
we must foster.
If we can teach our students to dissect their favorite author, we are more likely to maintain our
student’s interest because they were allowed their voice and choice. It is only after they have realized that
anything can be explored and considered creative that we can hope to gear them towards more scholarly
texts and sources. This leads into the final step.
The fourth step in blending creative and academic is to have them write a short paper based on
whatever text captured their attention and then have them use that text as their main source. For example,
if the Angel in the book or story is a vengeful Angel that desires freedom to choose life or immortality,
the student should explore this. Using their choice of text as a main source, have them find other sources
that back up their ideas. You are encouraging your student not to back up what someone else has already
said but, instead, you are encouraging them to find others who support their idea. By allowing them their
choice of text but having them find others who support their claims, we are teaching our students the
fundamentals of an interesting and well-thought out academic paper, which are ideas, research,
arguments, and sources.
Allowing students to use fiction to write academically is a unique form of blending. Deanne
Camp wrote about the pairing of fiction with nonfiction (for the student’s argument support) as a means
to boost a student’s understanding and enjoyment. In Deanne Camp’s work It Takes Two: Teaching with
Twin Texts of Fact and Fiction, she points out that by getting students to enjoy AW as a partner to CW
we may actually boost the end results. Again, however, I wish to emphasize that it is not end results that
are most important although it is critical to the reception of a well written paper. Using the creative to
encourage the academic is also about giving students a place to start that is not so daunting and
intimidating. We want to keep students, after all, not scare them away. In “Creative Writing and Critical
Response in the University,” Peter Wilson suggests this very thing when he points out, “Creative fiction
writing can offer the unprepared and inexperienced a less daunting place to start” (pg. 439-446). This is
exactly what we should aim for! If we desire to hold on to our students and we wish to see them excel
and continue with their education, then it is not unreasonable to suggest starting them off in the world of
academia with something less intimidating. No one learns to run before they learn to walk.
These steps serve many different purposes that are important in the process and act of AW. If we
cling to only the scholarly, we ignore the importance of fiction. Fiction is creative, yes, but from the
creative comes the critical, as the steps above demonstrate. Good creative fiction requires a focus, a
center, and the ability of the writer to draw the reader to character’s points of view. As Norman Friedman
pointed out in “Point of View in Fiction: The Development of a Critical Concept,” “Critical thinking is as
much part of fiction as it is Academic Writing. Interest through creative writing and fiction gears the
mind to find interest in the academic.” If we discount modern day fiction, then we discount modern
creativity, and if we dismiss that then we are dismissing an important part of creative critical thinking.

In Closing
In closing, I would like to add, it is not often that one walks into a creative writing class or a
Composition I and II class and discovers that fiction is the teaching tool and method to be used. If fiction
is used, it is generally fiction that dates back one hundred plus years. Short of taking a class on
American, French, or Russian fiction, specifically modern-day fiction, is not often implemented into the
pedagogy of classroom teaching. The reasoning behind this seems clear, if examined from a professorial
position or a board of academic directors. The university is, after all, a place of advanced learning, higher
education, the gateway to better and greater for the future generations of America. Except, in this case,
we are referring to basic composition. In this case, we are referring to simply teaching the new student
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writing skills that will suit them for their years in college to come. We are not in higher range classes yet,
with students who have mastered or are, at the very least, comfortable with, in-depth college writing. We
are in a classroom of students who have never been required to write more than a page or two or risk
failing a class. Here, the pressure is introduced but that is no reason to terrify students from taking a
course that could prove very useful. Just a few weeks ago I spoke with one of my fellow grad students,
who is in her last year and already teaching Composition I and II. She informed me that she had lost half
her class by the halfway point of the semester. Half of her students had dropped the class or simply
walked out. She told me that she believed some students are simply “not cut out for writing.” This is a
problem. During my own undergraduate studies, when I took my comp classes, I saw many students get
up and walk out, too disheartened to continue if what they were hearing was what they had to look
forward to for the next four years. This is a problem, and we need to solve it.
By being more open to the idea of fiction and free-reign individual creativity, we are creating an
atmosphere of learning that is both welcoming and intriguing. When we adhere to University strictness
and rigidity we are limiting and stemming the flow of students and what could be produced. The idea that
we need to give students a voice is not a new one. I have not innovated anything. What I am doing,
however, is saying loudly and plainly that academic writing is not unattainable to anyone. What I am
saying is that losing half a class during Composition I is unacceptable. Composition I and II are the most
basic of basics for writing in college. This is the place where we show students their voice matters and
that their creativity is the foundational building block for all their future writing. If we lose even one
student in a class simply teaching the basics of writing then we have done a disservice. If we can show
even one student that it is their voice that will ring out in the academic world and not the voice of others,
then we have succeeded.
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A Challenge to Poets: Invent a New Poetry Form
Faye Adams

What comes to mind when you think of a new invention? Have you ever wanted or needed a tool
for completing a task but it hadn’t yet been invented? Solutions are created by ordinary people, like you
or me, who determined a need and devised a way to meet it.
Our granddaughter, Chloe, appeared to her family as the most beautiful baby girl ever birthed.
There was, however, a real problem. She was born with a large hole in the roof of her mouth, known as a
Cleft Palate. The first surgery to correct the problem occurred at age 12 months. Chloe, at that point in
her growth, could pick up toys or other sharp objects and put them in her mouth. After the surgery,
hospital staff placed splints on her arms to prevent this.
Chloe hated the splints. The hospital had provided her with the smallest splints manufactured,
but she was so tiny that they slid right off her arms, and she fussed continually about having to wear them.
Her dad laughingly said that we should put boxing gloves on her instead of splints. His comment gave us
an idea. Her mother and I put our heads together and invented padded mittens, sewn onto sleeves and
held on her body by Velcro strips attached to the tops of the sleeves and snapped together across her chest
and back. These were worn under her clothing, and freed her arms, enabling her to crawl, pick up her
toys, hug her bunny, etc. The mittens solved the problem perfectly. No more fussing and crying.
Although I had to make them in a larger size at a later date, the mittens came into play three times,
because it took three surgeries to correct the cleft palate.
In the same way, a new poetry form can be invented. Find a way to express your thoughts which
has never before been done. Try these steps to invent a new poetry form:
i. Produce a form which can be standardized and explained.
ii. Name the form.
iii. Write the rules which apply to the poetic form.
iv. Write a poem to be used as an example.
v. Announce the form within your critique group.
vi. Share your poem with the other members of your group.
vii. Challenge members of your group to write a poem using the guidelines of the new form.
viii. Sponsor a contest category for a poem written in the form you have introduced.
ix. Blog about your contest, the new form, and ask your friends to help by advertising the
same in their own blog posts.
x. Celebrate the win, perhaps by a member of your own group.
xi. Blog about the winners, and publish their winning poems in your blog.
You will then be established as the inventor of a new poetic form.
I recently read an article by Glori Chaika, published online in Education World, on July 4, 2015,
in which she tells how she challenged her seventh grade students to “[a]ttack poetry from a new angle.”
After the students had tried their hand at writing traditional poetry, she invited them to invent their own
poetry form. I found the new forms submitted by her students to be creative and fun. Their offerings
inspired me to invent another new form.
My first one, “Peaceful Coexistence” was introduced two years ago, in an online group of five
poets. We had functioned for several years as a unit, with monthly assignments to write a new poem. We
took turns in assigning the next project, and critiquing the new work created by the others. Those
participating included Yvonne in Texas, Carol in Oklahoma, Phill in Africa, Aggie in Malaysia, and
myself in Missouri. At one point, in my role as “Leader of the month,” I gave the assignment to write a
poem in a new form. It is a form of my invention, similar to the Palindrome. I named the form Chevron,
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and submitted my original version, as a sample:
Peaceful Coexistence
Poetry Form: Chevron*
When man and beast communicate
in language form that both equate,
a peace exists where love is king.
We follow roads of charted mien
and render truth within our reign
as honor lifts each living thing.
As honor lifts each living thing,
and renders truth within our reign,
we follow roads of charted mien;
a peace exists where love is king
in language form that both equate,
when man and beast communicate.
I have now invented another new poetic form, which I call Wedding. The requirements consist simply of
composing a new poem by marrying two established forms in the new composition. I have used the
Quatrain (a stanza of four lines) and Couplet (a stanza consisting of two successive lines of verse;
usually rhymed).
The rhyme pattern of this Quatrain is abab, while the rhyme pattern of the couplet is cccc. In my
longer version, it is called a Quatrain and Couplet sequence, and must be composed using the same rhyme
pattern in all successive verses. The poet may choose one verse, or many, as preferred. Here is my
sample of the Wedding poetic form:
Capricious Sea
Let us go down, and visit the sea.
Let us go down to see how she lies.
Will she whisper hushed secrets to me
or rise in anger and spit at the skies?
Ships pitch and yaw in a savage roar
as sailors groan for safety’s shore
calling the Savior to walk as before
to calm the storm and peace restore.
Capricious sea goes where she will.
She laughs at our fear and chagrin.
“Watch,” says she, “hold still,
erase your guilt, wash away your sin.”
We stand in awe as waves recede;
we crave the joy our spirits need,
we walk the path where others bleed,
with will to pursue a higher creed.
Forces abound to drag us down,
sweep away hope of future peace
as raging seas spew startling sound,
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and seek to harm with no release.
Imperfect and weak are human hands
confined to rely on shifting sands
yet there is One who forever stands
to buffer winds and shelter our plans.
An angry sea as it lashes the coast,
tosses waves to its outer extreme,
devours ships with thunderous boast,
and claps in glee at ghastly scream.
We swallow this air of evil horde
and call for One whose power-board
commands the sea with a single word
and casts his net like a flaming sword.
My challenge to readers of Cantos is simply to prop up your courage, and set your aim to invent a
new poetic form. Frame it, name it, and claim it!

Grace E. White, “Butterfly, Lost Valley Trail, MO”
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Notes on
Contributors

_________________________________________________

I was sorry to hear my name mentioned as one of the great authors, because they have a sad habit
of dying off. Chaucer is dead, so is Milton, so is Shakespeare, and I am not feeling very well
myself.
—Mark Twain
From now on, ending a sentence with a preposition is something up with which I will not put.
—Winston Churchill
If you can’t annoy somebody, there’s little point in writing.
—Kingsley Amis
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Billy J. Adams writes fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. He was ordained to the Gospel Ministry in 1971
and has served churches in Missouri for thirty years. He is currently serving as a chaplain for the Civil
Air Patrol; the CAP chaplain service is part of the USAF chaplain service. His work has appeared in
poetry journals, newspapers, and a book series by Guidepost. He has also published one book of poetry
and nonfiction stories, Around the Mulberry Bush. Billy is a former president of the Missouri State
Poetry Society (MSPS).
Faye Adams is a freelance writer who has published three poetry chapbooks and five hardback books:
one children’s book, a book of poetry, and three books of poetry and nonfiction. She also writes fiction
and memoirs. Faye has won numerous awards for poetry, fiction, and nonfiction and has published in
local newspapers and in magazines, poetry journals and anthologies. She has been named Senior Poet
Laureate of Missouri twice, has helped conduct poetry workshops in classrooms and for writers groups,
and serves as an Advisory Board Member of the Missouri State Poetry Society (MSPS). Faye served as
co-editor of the MSPS Annual Anthology of Poetry and Nonfiction published by the De Soto chapter, On
the Edge.
Jo A. Baldwin has a B.A. in English from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM), an M.A. in
Creative Writing from UWM, an M.A. in Speech Theatre from Marquette in Milwaukee, a Ph.D. in
English from UWM, and a Master of Divinity from United Theological Seminary in Dayton, Ohio. She
is an Associate Professor of English and Director of the Writing Center at Mississippi Valley State in Itta
Bena and is the first to author a book on “Tuning,” Seven Signature Sermons by a Tuning Woman
Preacher of the Gospel, a homiletics text, published by Edwin Mellen. Her latest published book is Bible
Verses Given To Me: A Memoir by the AMEC Sunday School Union in Nashville.
Gretchen Graft Batz has a B.S. and an M.S. in Elementary Education with a music minor from Western
Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois. Her love of nature and simplicity comes from growing up on a
small farm along the Mississippi River. Over the years, she has eagerly embraced photography, writing
(especially haiku), traveling “off-the-beaten track,” and performing/appreciating music (including
singing, dancing, and playing piano, recorder, and mountain dulcimer).
Joseph A. Beatman is a freshman majoring in Business Management at Missouri Baptist University. He
was born in St. Louis, Missouri, grew up in Red Bud, Illinois, and currently resides in Moscow Mills,
Missouri. He joined the U.S. Army in 2000 and was deployed to Iraq in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom in 2003. He stayed in Iraq from March 2003 to July 2004. During his tour, he kept a journal on
wartime incidents and his thoughts. The entries on pages 68-75 of this year’s Cantos are excerpted from
this journal. After earning his B.S. in Business Management at MBU, he may pursue a second bachelor’s
degree in some other discipline.
Lori Becherer is a life-long resident of southern Illinois. She has received honors for her poetry
including Saturday Writers one-page poetry contest and first place in the Wednesday Club of St. Louis
85th Original Poetry Contest. Her poetry and essays have been published in Penumbra, lipstik, and Head
to Hand and in online journals Sugar Mule and Switched-on Gutenberg. Lori is a coauthor of Orchids in
the Cornfield: Collected Writings of the Heartland Women’s Writers Guild. Lori is employed as the
Medical Coding Manager for a local hospital.
Brook Biggs developed a love for literature at an early age and expanded on that love by obtaining a
Bachelor’s in English from National University. Wishing to delve deeper into the area of 19th century
British Literature, she attended Arkansas State University, where she will receive her M.A. in British
Literature in the fall of 2016. While her focus is on this area, the facets of composition and rhetoric have
provided her with a unique perspective into the world of academic teaching and studies. She aims to tie
rhetoric and composition into her love for British Literature in the hopes of one day utilizing them for a
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better teaching method that will endear students to the world of writing and reading academically. She
plans to pursue her interests further in a Ph.D. program next year.
Lee Warner Brooks trained as a poet by practicing law, raising children, and teaching at the University
of Michigan in Dearborn and Ann Arbor. His most recent publication is Being the Parent of an Opiate
Addict: A Real-Time Poetic Response (2015).
John J. Dunphy’s haiku and free verse poetry have been published in Frogpond, Modern Haiku, bottle
rockets, Natural Bridge, Untamed Ink, Mid Rivers Review, Pudding, and many other journals. His
chapbooks include Old Soldiers Fading Away (Pudding House, 2006); Stellar Possibilities (Sam’s Dot
Publishing, 2006); and Zen Koanhead (Second Reading Publications, 2008). Dark Nebulae (Sam’s Dot
Publishing, 2009) is a trade paperback of his scifaiku haibun. He owns The Second Reading Book Shop
in Alton, Illinois. Visit John in cyberspace at www.johndunphy.com or look him up on Facebook.
James Fowler is a Professor of English at the University of Central Arkansas, where he edits the poetry
journal Slant. He received his doctorate from Rice University in 1984. His teaching interests include
topics in Victorian and modern literature, with recent focus on the fields of postcolonial poetry and
science-based theater. He has published essays on Dante, Robert Browning, Mary de Morgan, Lewis
Carroll, Henry Morley, Virginia Woolf, Robert Frost, Elizabeth Bishop, and Flannery O’Connor, among
others. His poetry has appeared in such journals as The Bicycle Review, Poetry Quarterly, Futures
Trading, The Milo Review, The Hot Air Quarterly, Cantos, Blueline, The Classical Outlook, and
Ekphrasis. His short stories have been published in Cave Region Review, The Labletter, Anterior Review,
Elder Mountain, Riding Light Review, Best Indie Lit New England, The Chariton Review, the Southern
Review, and Little Patuxent Review. He is currently circulating excerpts from a novel, Gumption, and a
play, Fundamentals.
John J. Han is Professor of English & Creative Writing and Chair of the Humanities Division at
Missouri Baptist University. His recently published books include The Final Crossing: Death and Dying
in Literature (with Clark Triplett; Peter Lang, 2015), Eating Alone and Other Poems by Song Soo-kwon
(Cyberwit, 2015), Maple-Colored Moon: Seasonal Haiku (Cyberwit, 2016), and Returning Home: Haiku
and Other Succinct Poems (Cyberwit, 2016). Han’s poems have also appeared in periodicals and
anthologies worldwide, including Cave Region Review, Elder Mountain, Frogpond, Kansas English, The
Laurel Review, Modern Haiku, Poetry South, POMPA, Steinbeck Studies, Valley Voices, A Vast Sky: An
Anthology of Contemporary World Haiku, and World Haiku Review. A native of South Korea, he earned
his M.A. and his Ph.D. from Kansas State University and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
respectively.
Mary Kennan Herbert teaches literature and writing courses at Long Island University in Brooklyn,
New York. She is originally from St. Louis, Missouri, the birthplace of many poets. Her poems have
appeared in numerous literary and professional journals, including the Journal of Poetry Therapy, the
Journal of Loss and Trauma, the Journal of Medical Humanities, the Journal of Religion and Health, the
Journal of Religion, Spirituality & Aging, the Journal of Aging, Humanities and the Arts, the Journal of
Social Work in End-of-Life & Palliative Care, the Healing Muse, the Yale Journal of Medical
Humanities, Educational Gerontology, and JAMA, among many others.
Terrie Jacks graduated from the University of Missouri with a B.S. in Education. She has taught school,
substituted, and currently volunteers as a tutor. She has lived in several different states and spent several
years in England. When her two sons were young, she made up stories to tell them. Now her
grandchildren give her inspirations for stories and poems. She has compiled a dozen collections of poems
and stories that she presented to her grandchildren for Christmases and birthdays. Her poems have been
published in Cantos, cattails, the MBU chapbook Fireflies’ Light: A Chapbook of Short Poems, and the
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OASIS Journal; several stories have appeared in the MBU chapbooks The Right Words: A Chapbook of
Nonfiction and Flash: A Chapbook of Micro Fiction. Every month, she illustrates three Korean folktales
John J. Han writes for The Korean-American Journal.
Benjamin Marchant is an undergraduate student studying chemistry at Missouri Baptist University and
has self-published four books of original poetry, including His Splendor in Each Leaf; His Glory in Each
Life.
James Maxfield has taught English composition, creative writing, and other undergraduate English
courses at a number of colleges and universities in Ohio. He is currently completing two books for
publication: A History and Anthology of Folk-Rock Lyricism (a book all about the 1960s) and Poetry in
Mind (a book of insights into the philosophy of writing poetry). Jim’s new book, A Year of the Haiku
Journeying to Moonshadow, was released in 2014.
Ben Moeller-Gaa has a writing degree from Knox College, is a contributing editor to River Styx literary
magazine, and is a member of the Haiku Society of America, the United Haiku and Tanka Society, and
the Haiku Foundation. His haiku, book reviews and essays have appeared in over thirty journals and
several anthologies spanning four continents, six countries, and four languages. Ben is the author of two
haiku chapbooks, Wasp Shadows and Blowing on a Hot Soup Spoon, from Folded Word Press and Poor
Metaphor Design, respectively. For more information on Ben and his work, please visit his web site at
www.benmoellergaa.com.
Janice Witherspoon Neuleib, Ph.D., has been a professor at Illinois State University for most of her
career. She was the founding director of the learning center and directed the writing programs for a
decade. She has worked with many graduate students on their doctorates in writing and published widely
on writing theory and the teaching of writing. She currently edits the Illinois English Bulletin, the journal
of the Illinois Association of Teachers of English, NCTE’s oldest affiliate. She teaches Bible as
Literature and Religion and Cultures as well as undergraduate and graduate writing courses. Her
dissertation on C. S. Lewis was among the first on this now famous Inkling.
Thomas B. Richardson is from Columbus, Mississippi, where he has been teaching English at New
Hope High School since 2011. He received a B.A. in religious studies from Millsaps College in 2008,
before moving to Nashville, Tennessee, where he received a Master of Theological Studies from
Vanderbilt Divinity School. Thomas returned home to Columbus to complete a Master of Arts in
Teaching at the Mississippi University for Women, and he is currently enrolled in MUW’s newly
established MFA program. His poetry often focuses on teaching and learning, religion, and the South.
Other writing interests include new media, humor, and sports journalism.
Dan Sharkovitz serves as the English department chair at the Martha’s Vineyard Regional High School
in Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts, where he teaches English, journalism, and creative writing. His fiction,
poetry, and essays have been published in a number of places, including Teaching & Learning: The
Journal of Natural Inquiry, The Leaflet, Nebraska Language Arts Bulletin, Bread Loaf and the Schools,
Vineyard Poets, Fine Lines Journal, and the Martha’s Vineyard Gazette. He has been the recipient of two
National Endowment for the Humanities fellowships. He lives in West Tisbury, MA, with his son and
cat.
Upon his retirement from Shawnee State University in Portsmouth, Ohio, Harding Stedler was named
the University’s first Professor Emeritus. Following retirement, he made Arkansas his retirement home.
Stedler has published over 1,000 original poems in over 300 literary journals. Of the published number,
the following poems received Pushcart nominations: “Six Dozen Flies to Make a Meal,” “Through
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Aromas of Bubbling Yeast,” and “Poems from the Deep.” This is Stedler’s third year as Poetry Editor of
MauMag, a bimonthly magazine published in Central Arkansas.
Todd Sukany is an instructor of English at Southwest Baptist University. He has published poems in
Ancient Paths, Cantos, Cave Region Review, Grist, Intégrité, and Bleeding Typewriter. Sukany recently
received a Pushcart nomination. A native of Michigan, he has lived in Missouri for thirty-plus years. He
holds degrees from Southwest Baptist University and Southeast Missouri State University.
At age twelve, Marcel Toussaint first published holiday cards he had designed. An award-winning
writer, he has published poetry in dozens of anthologies. Toussaint has read his poetry on NPR and has
been featured in major newspapers and magazines. He represented Saint Louis at the 2011 National
Veteran’s Creative Arts Festival in Fayetteville, Arkansas, with a reading/performance of Shadow under
the Bridge. The poem earned him a National Gold Medal. Remember Me Young, his first anthology, was
published in 1997, and his autobiography Poetry of a Lifetime was published in 2009. Toussaint’s first
novel, Terms of Interment, was published in 2011; further information can be found at
www.nacgpress.com. Reflective Reflection, a collection of poems, will be published in the near future.
C. Clark Triplett is Vice President for Graduate Studies and Academic Program Review and Professor
of Psychology/Sociology at Missouri Baptist University. A licensed counselor, he has published
academic articles and book reviews in Intégrité: A Faith and Learning Journal. Co-editor (with John J.
Han) of The Final Crossing: Death and Dying in Literature (Peter Lang, 2015), he is currently co-editing
(with John J. Han and Ashley G. Anthony) a collection of critical essays, tentatively entitled Illusory
Visions: Dystopian Themes in Contemporary Fiction. Triplett earned an A.A. from Hannibal-LaGrange
College, a B.A. from Southwest Baptist University, an M.Div. from Covenant Theological Seminary, an
M.S.Ed. from Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, and a Ph.D. from Saint Louis University. He
also studied at Concordia Seminary, the University of Ulster in Northern Ireland, and the Harvard
Institutes.
Stephen Turner is a second-year English Literature M.A. student at Arkansas State University, where he
works as an assistant editor for the Arkansas Review: A Journal of Delta Studies, an instructor of
composition, and a writing consultant for the ASU Writing Center. Before returning to graduate school,
Turner spent two years as an ESL instructor in rural South Korea. Turner’s poetry has appeared in
literary journals such as The Rectangle, The Tributary, and the Arkansas Review. Currently, Turner is
working on his master’s thesis which explores physical borders and cultural anxiety within Cormac
McCarthy’s Border Trilogy.
Anna Roberts Wells was born in Little Rock, Arkansas, and grew up in a nearby farming community.
She attended Little Rock Central High School, graduating the year the school was embroiled in the
integration crisis. She graduated from Hendrix College with a degree in English and taught junior high
English and speech for one year. She left the teaching field and became a social worker in the foster care
system. After attending graduate school at the University of Tennessee, she lived in several states before
settling in St. Louis. Anna is married and has four grown children and four grandchildren. She presently
is retired and living in Festus, Missouri, where she does volunteer work and writes. She is a member of
the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI) and On the Edge chapter of the
Missouri State Poetry Society.
Grace E. White was born and raised in Saint Louis, Missouri. She received her Bachelor of Arts in
Psychology from Taylor University. She is currently a Master of Arts in Counseling student and an
employee at Missouri Baptist University. She enjoys spending her time exploring the outdoors. She
loves to travel, bicycle, hike, and swim. Grace completed her first of many triathlons in May 2016. She
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is passionate about finding beauty in God’s Creation and in the people around her. She hopes you will
enjoy the beauty in her photographs published in the current issue of Cantos.
John Zheng’s haiku sequences have been or will be published in California Quarterly, Cantos, The
Hurricane Review, The Kerf, Hanging Loose, Poetry East, and Spillway. He is editor of African
American Haiku: Cultural Visions (University Press of Mississippi, 2016). He teaches at Mississippi
Valley State University where he serves as editor for two literary and scholarly journals: Valley Voices: A
Literary Review and Journal of Ethnic American Literature.

Grace E. White, “Rocky Mountain National Park, CO”
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Submission Guidelines
Cantos, a journal published annually by Missouri Baptist University, welcomes submissions by writers
and visual artists. Send previously unpublished poems, short fiction, excerpts from a novel in progress,
and nonfiction as e-mail attachments (Microsoft Word format) to the editor, John J. Han, at
hanjn@mobap.edu by March 1. Send previously unpublished artwork, including haiga (illustrated haiku),
as an e-mail attachment to the editor, John J. Han, at hanjn7@gmail.com by the same date. We do not
accept hard-copy materials of any kind, and upon arrival, they will be recycled. Along with your work,
submit a 50-150 word author bio written in third person.
Our review time is approximately one month; earlier submissions receive priority consideration. There is
no monetary compensation for contributors. Those who are selected for publication receive one
complimentary copy of the issue in which their work appears. The editorial team evaluates all
submissions for suitability, content, organization, structure, clarity, style, mechanics, and grammar. We
do not consider submissions that include profanity or foul language.
Poetry:
We welcome poems that pay attention to both form and content, that can appeal to a broad range of
educated readers, and that are neither inexplicable nor simplistic. Poems should consist of 40 or fewer
lines; limit up to five poems per submission. Indicate the form used in the poem parenthetically after the
title.
Prose:
We value submissions written in lucid, precise, and concise style. Prose works that contain a number of
grammatical and mechanical mistakes will not be considered. Place serial commas to separate all items in
a list (as in “poetry, short fiction, and nonfiction). Use curved quotes (curly quotes) for quotation marks
and apostrophes: Opening quotation marks should look like 66 (“), closing quotation marks should look
like 99 (”),opening apostrophes should look like 9 (’til), and apostrophes indicating the possessive case
should look like 9 (Emily’s, not Emily's). Periods and commas are placed inside quotation marks (“It is
very simple,” the goblin replied. “I can easily shrink my body and get inside the jar.”). Press the tab key
once for the first line of a new paragraph, and leave two (not one, not three) spaces between sentences.
We prefer MLA (Modern Language Association) style for citation.
Fiction and nonfiction should be fewer than 2,000 words each. We consider up to three works
from each author.
Essays for the section “On Writing Creatively” (2,500-5,000 words each) are normally written
by invitation. However, established writers and poets who wish to provide our readers with
creative writing tips are welcome to contact the editor before submission.
Visual Art:
We consider single images, picture essays, and haiga. Single images should be titled, and images used in
picture essays must be explained within the narrative. We prefer docx for drawings and jpeg for photos.
Currently, we are not seeking cover images.

